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ABSTRACT 
 
Application of Polarimetric Synthetic Aperture Radar Imagery for Land Cover 
Classification of Urban and Suburban Areas 
  
Homa Zakeri 
Doctor of Engineering 
Chiba University, 2017 
 
This dissertation focuses on the application of high- and mid-resolution Synthetic Aperture Radar 
(SAR) Images for monitoring and classifying land covers of urban areas. SAR sensors can extract object 
characteristics independent of weather conditions and time. Currently, this technology, with dual- or full-
polarization (HH, HV, VV and VH), is used widely to monitor urban areas and map land cover since 
different polarizations have different sensitivities and scattering coefficients for the same target. Land cover 
monitoring of urban areas provides vital information for environmental science, seismic risk assessment, 
urban management, and regional planning. It is important to update land cover maps which could help 
governments to be prepared for emergency monitoring of cities, especially after natural hazards. In this 
research, the SAR images capabilities for recognizing various land cover classes were evaluated in two study 
areas. The first study area is Tehran city, Iran, which has been undergoing rapid changes in land cover and 
land use recently. For this purpose dual-polarized ALOS-2, Sentinel-1, and Landsat 8 images were used. The 
second study area is Kumamoto, Japan which was affected by the earthquake on April 14 and 16, 2016. Full-
polarized ALOS-2 images were used for land cover classification of there. The GLCM texture measures and 
Yamaguchi-4 decomposition were applied to evaluate their potential uses for improving supervised 
classification of SAR images of Tehran, Iran and Kumamoto, Japan. Support Vector Machine (SVM) and 
Maximum likelihood (ML) algorithms were selected for supervised classification of study areas. The results 
of land cover classification were compared with the truth data prepared by authors (case study: Tehran) and 
the classification map made by JAXA (case study: Kumamoto). The results show that SAR data sets 
provided higher accuracy than optical image. Support Vector Machine algorithm obtained higher accuracy in 
comparison with Maximum likelihood supervised classification. The results indicate that results of texture 
measures obtained higher accuracy than results provided by Yamaguchi-4 decomposition data set. 
Keywords: SAR imagery, Land cover, Classification, Texture analysis, Decomposition 
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ABSTRACT 
 
多偏波合成開口レーダ画像を用いた市街地および郊外地域の土地被覆分類 
 
Homa Zakeri 
Doctor of Engineering 
Chiba University, 2017 
 
合成開口レーダ(SAR)センサは天候の影響を受けずに昼夜撮影できるため，都市における
継続的な観測に利用されている。近年，センサ技術の発展により，従来一つの偏波成分しか撮影
できなった SAR が，同時に複数の偏波成分を観測できるようになった。多偏波画像はより多くの
情報量を含むため，都市の土地被覆分類に有効である。本研究では，多偏波衛星 SAR 画像を用い
て，都市およびその周辺域の土地被覆分類を試みた。対象地域は，イランの首都テヘランと日
本・熊本を選定した。テヘランは近年人口の増加につれ都市域が拡大し，土地利用の変化が著し
い。そこで，光学センサ Landsat 8の画像，2偏波の ALOS-2 PALSAR-2画像と Sentiel-1画像を用
いて，土地被覆分類を行った。分類手法として最尤法とサポートベクターマシン(SVM)を使用し
た。また，SAR 画像にテキスチャ分析を適用し，分類精度の向上を試みた。まずテキスチャ分析
における最適なウィンドウサイズを求めた。次に 1 つの偏波画像から得られた 8 つテキスチャ特
徴量と後方散乱係数を合わせて教師つき分類を行った。テキスチャ情報を加えることで，SAR 画
像は光学センサ画像より高精度の分類結果が得られた。熊本においては，地震後に撮影された 4
偏波の ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 画像を用いて，土地被覆分類と被害把握を行った。またテキスチャ分
析以外に，四成分散乱モデル分解も行った結果，設定条件により土地被覆分類の更なる精度向上
の可能性が示された． 
Keywords: SAR imagery, Land cover, Classification, Texture analysis, Decomposition 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 
 
1.1.      Overview 
Land cover monitoring of urban areas provides vital information in several fields, such as 
environmental science, seismic risk assessment, urban management, and regional planning. For instance, in 
sustainable development, urban growth assessment plays an essential role in maintaining the balance 
between the city and the hinterland. Urban expansion results in the change of urban land cover and the 
expansion of a city’s border, which is necessary for accommodating a growing population and providing 
them with public city services [1]. Furthermore, it is important to update land cover maps at macro- and 
micro-scales continuously, which helps governments to be prepared for emergency monitoring of cities, 
especially after natural hazards [2–11]. 
Remote sensing technologies are fundamental tools used to obtain information from the ground 
surface to determine land cover classification. Thus, satellite imagery can be used to analyze urban growth 
and land cover changes [12]. Moreover, urban residential areas with different properties and densities can be 
identified [13,14]. One of the most advanced technologies is synthetic aperture radar (SAR) sensors, which 
have several advantages over optical sensors that are used to capture land surface imagery. SAR sensors can 
extract object characteristics from backscattering echo, independent of weather conditions and time. 
1.2.      Scope and Objectives 
This dissertation focuses on the capabilities of SAR satellite images as a primary data for 
analyzing and classifying the urban and suburb areas. The optical sensor is expecting as a supporting data 
and validating data. According to SAR sensor provided several wavelengths which are suitable for a 
different objective. The specific objectives are outlined as follows: 
- Evaluate the efficiency of different polarization of SAR data set for Land cover mapping 
- Assess the effect of using SAR data sets to improve the accuracy of Land cover classification 
- Evaluate the capabilities of different bands of SAR sensors for the purpose of obtaining land cover 
classes 
- Evaluate the significance use of SAR data for classifying the urban and suburban areas in 
comparison with optical image 
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1.3.      Outline of the Thesis 
This thesis exhibits all contents into six chapters. Each chapter is related as shown in a diagram of 
Figure 1-1. The contents are described in more detail as follows: 
Chapter 1: This chapter introduces the outline of whole research, including the overview and 
objectives of the study. This chapter contains the structure of the thesis. Also, the contents of each chapter 
are summarized. 
Chapter 2: This chapter presents the preliminary information for this study. Two SAR sensors are 
introduced in this chapter; the first one is ALOS-2 PALSAR-2, and the other one is Sentinel-1 C-SAR. 
Besides, information about frequency and polarization of SAR data are included. The common pre-
processing of SAR data also are described. 
Chapter 3: This chapter describes the characteristics of built-up areas in SAR images. Different SAR 
statistical analysis such as Texture analysis, Principal Component Analysis, Polarimetric Decomposition are 
introduced in this chapter. Moreover, two different methodologies for classification are used. The first one is 
unsupervised classification which is an automatic process, and the other one is supervised classification 
including Maximum Likelihood and Support Vector Machine. 
Chapter 4: This chapter represents the Land cover classification using dual-polarized SAR image. In 
this chapter unsupervised and supervised classification using texture analysis and PCA. The study area is 
Tehran city, Iran which has been under the fast growth in recent years. The accuracy assessment of the 
results also is illustrated. 
Chapter 5: In this section, the use of full-polarized SAR image for land cover classification is shown. 
The classification was done using polarimetric decomposition data sets. Kumamoto city, Japan were chosen 
as a study area. The accuracy assessment of results depicts the capability of this data set for land cover 
classification of urban and suburb areas. 
Chapter 6: The general conclusions are drawn in the final section, which provides discussions 
obtained in this research. Please download this article as an open access publication at 
http://www.mdpi.com/2076-3417/7/5/452/pdf  
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Figure 1-1 Flowchart of the dissertation. 
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Chapter 2  
Preliminary Information 
 
2.1.      SAR Sensors 
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) sensors emit the electromagnetic waves actively and receive the 
reflected electromagnetic waves from ground objects. This is the way that SAR sensors illuminate the targets. 
SAR sensors obtain the ground information independent of daylight and weather condition. Therefore, it can 
continue observation even in tropical regions which usually are covered by clouds and fogs and also in the 
polar areas that are covered in darkness most of almost half of the year [1]. Different wavelength and 
polarization are Two significant factors which can affect. Table 2.1 represents the wavelength and frequency 
information of various bands of the radar system. Figure 2.1 shows the images of ALOS-2 and Sentinel-1 in 
differenr bands. Both images represent the same area. 
Table 2-1. Radar band. 
Band Wavelength (cm) Frequency MHz 
Ka 0.75-1.1 40,000-26,500 
K 1.1-1.67 26,500-18000 
Ku 1.67-2.4 18,000-12,500 
X 2.4-3.75 12,500-8,000 
C 3.75-7.5 8000-4000 
S 7.5-15 4000-2000 
L 15-30 2000-1000 
P 30-100 1000-300 
 
 
(a) ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 (b) Sentinel-1 C-SAR 
Figure 2.1.  (a) and (b) are examples of L- and C-band respectively. 
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SAR images with different polarization as shown in Figure 2.2 can provide useful information for 
land cover classification. Each polarized element contains the particular object’s reflection. Therefore, the 
different polarized image of the same target area can introduce different information. Figure 2.3 represent 
different polarizations of the same target area. In this image mountain area is located in the right side and 
urban area in the left side. Due to the objective of different studies, the applicants can use suitable 
polarization data sets [2]. 
 
(a) HH polarization (b) VV polarization 
 
(c) HV polarization (d) VH polarization 
Figure 2.2. Consept of different polarization of SAR system: HH polarization (a), VV polarization (b), HV 
polarization (c), VH polarization (d). 
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(a) HH polarization 
 
(b) HV polarization 
 
(c) VH polarization 
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(d) VV polarization 
Figure 2.3. (a-d) are example of different polarization images of ALOS-2 satellite. 
2.1.1.    ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 
Advanced Land Observing Satellite 2 (ALOS-2) is a Japanese Earth observation satellite, which is 
shown in Figure 2.4. Table 2.2 represents the detail information of this satellite. This satellite is an active 
microwave radar using the 1.2 GHz frequency range. It is operated by the Japan Aerospace Exploration 
Agency (JAXA). ALOS-2 was launched on 24 May 2014 with an enhanced L-band SAR sensor, Phased 
Array type L-band Synthetic Aperture Radar-2 (PALSAR-2). The PALSAR-2 has three modes of Spotlight, 
Strip Map, ScanSAR as shown in Figure 2.5. The Spotlight mode is the most detailed observation mode 
with the resolution of 1 by 3 m and observation width of 25 km. The Strip map mode is a high-resolution 
mode in 3, 6, and 10 meter and the observation width 50 or 70 km. the ScanSAR mode observe a broad area 
with observation width of 350 km or 490 km and the resolution of 100 m or 60 m respectively [2]. 
Characteristics of ALOS-2 are as follows [3]: 
- Disaster monitoring of damage areas in different scales 
- Continuous updating of land covers and infrastructures 
- Effective monitoring of cultivated areas 
- Global monitoring of tropical rain forests 
The PALSAR-2 images are provided as four types by different processing levels: Level 1.1, 1.5, 2.1, 
3.1. Product level 1.1 is complex number data in slant range. This product is one look data, and it contains 
phase information. In the wide-area mode, image files are created for each scan. The Product level1.5 is 
multi-look data on the slant range from map projection amplitude data, with range and azimuth compressed. 
The product level 2.1 is geometrically corrected (orthorectified) data using the digital elevation data from 
Chapter 2 
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Level 1.1. The product level 3.1 is Image quality-corrected (noise removed, dynamic range compressed) data 
from Level 1.5 [4]. 
 
 
Figure 2.4. Image photo of the ALOS-2 satellite. 
Source: http://www.eorc.jaxa.jp/ALOS-2/en/about/overview.htm, May 2017. 
 
Table 2-2. Overview information for ALOS-2 satellite (cited from the website of JAXA). 
 
Orbit 
Type Sun-synchronous sub-recurrent orbit 
Altitude 628 km above the equator 
Inclination angle 97.9º 
Local Sun Time 12:00±15min at descending node 
Revisit cycle 14 days 
Shape 3.5 m × 3.2 m × 4.5 m (Launch Configuration) 
16.5 m × 3.7m × 9.9 m (On-orbit configuration) 
Mass Approx. 2100 kg 
Lifetime 5 years (Target: 7 years) 
Power Generated power Approx. 5300 W (EOL) 
Battery Li-ion battery: 200Ah 
Mission data downlink Direct transmission (max. 800 Mbps) or via data 
relay Satellite (278 Mbps) 
Mission instruments L-band Synthetic Aperture Radar (PALSAR-2) 
Launch date May 24, 2014 
Chapter 2 
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Figure 2-5. PALSAR-2 observation mode. 
Source: http://www.eorc.jaxa.jp/ALOS-2/en/about/palsar2.html, May 2017. 
2.1.2.    Sentinel-1 C-SAR 
Sentinel-1 satellite as shown in Figure 2.6 is an earth observation mission co-founded by ESA 
(European Space Agency) and the European Commission. Sentinel-1 is a single C-band SAR with operating 
at a center frequency of 5.405 GHz. Table 2.3 shows the detail information of this satellite. It can provide 
fast scanning in elevation and azimuth with right- looking active phased array antenna. The C-SAR sensor 
supports operation in dual-polarization (HH+HV, VV+VH) data which is suitable for classifying land cover 
and see-ice analysis. Sentinel-1 provide four acquisition modes: Stripmap (SM), Interferometric Wide swath 
(IW), Extra-Wide swath (EW), Wave mode (WV) as shown in Figure 2.7. The strip map mode provides 
coverage with a 5 m by 5 m resolution and a swath width of 80 km. The Interferometric Wide Swath mode 
provides a broad swath width of 250 km with a moderate resolution of 5 m by 20 m. The IW mode observes 
three sub-swath to image an area. The Extra Swath mode is useful for capturing the wide coverage of areas 
such as maritime, ice and polar zone operational services. This mode using five sub-swaths with a resolution 
of 25 m by 100 m and a swath width of 400 km. This mode also has the capability of being used for 
interferometry as with the IW mode. The Wave mode can help to obtain the wavelength, height, and 
direction of ocean waves. The resolution is 20 km by 20 km, and 5 by 20 m [5]. The objectives of the 
Sentinel-1 mission are as follows [6]: 
- Monitoring different land covers such as forests, water, soil, and agriculture 
- Emergency mapping for using after natural disasters 
- Marine observations  
Chapter 2 
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- Monitoring Sea ice and iceberg and forecasting their condition in the sea or ocean  
- oil spills Mapping 
-  detecting ships and Sea vessel  
- Monitoring Climate change  
The Sentinel-1 images are provided as four types as follows: product level 0 which is the raw data 
and use for Specific purposes. Product level 1 is Single Look Complex (SLC) including amplitude and phase. 
Product level 1 which is Ground Range data including multi-looked intensity. Product level 2 Ocean (OCN) 
which contain geophysical parameters of the ocean [7]. 
 
 
 Figure 2-6. Image photo of the Sentinel-1 satellite. 
Source: https://sentinel.esa.int/web/sentinel/missions/sentinel-1/instrument-payload, May 2017. 
 
Table 2-3. Overview information for Sentinel-1 satellite (cited from the website of JAXA). 
 
Orbit 
Type Sun-synchronous sub-recurrent orbit 
Altitude 693 km  
Inclination angle 98.18º 
Local Sun Time 18:00± hours 
Revisit cycle 12 days 
Shape 3.4 m × 1.3 m × 1.3 m  
Mass  2300 kg 
Lifetime 7.25 years  
Power Generated power 5900 W  
Battery 324 Ah 
Mission data downlink 520 Mbit/s 
Mission instruments C-band Synthetic Aperture Radar (C-SAR) 
Launch date April 03, 2014 
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Figure 2-7. Sentinel-1 observation mode. 
Source: https://sentinel.esa.int/web/sentinel/missions/sentinel-1/instrument-payload, May 2017. 
 
2.2.      SAR Data set Pre-processing 
2.2.1.    Pre-processing of Amplitude Data set 
Pre-processing of SAR amplitude data contains four methods in this study. The first one is 
radiometric calibration for transforming the Digital Number (DN) of images to Sigma Naught (
0 ) which 
represents the radar backscattering of surface reflection per unit area in the ground range. 
To convert the DN values of Sentinel-1 product level 1.0 and ALOS-2 product level 1.1 to Sigma 
Naught the equations 2.1 and 2.2 were used respectively. 
                                    locs DNk  sinlog0.10.log0.10 102100                                   (2.1) 
                                                            ACFQIslc  1
22
10
0 log0.10                                (2.2) 
where DN is the digital number of backscattering intensity, θloc is the local incidence angle, and Ks, CF1, A 
are calibration factors. 
 After this conversion, different processes were applied to the SAR data from various sensors. To 
represent the images as geometrically similar to the real world as possible, geometric terrain correction was 
applied on the ALOS-2 data using the range Doppler orthorectification method. The Shuttle Radar 
Topography Mission (SRTM) data were introduced as 3 arc-second (approximately 90-m resolution) digital 
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elevation model (DEM). As the last step, an adaptive Lee filter with a window size of 3 × 3 [33] was applied 
to the original polarized SAR images from ALOS-2 to reduce the speckle noise. 
Since the IW mode images of Sentinel-1 include three sub-swaths, the Terrain Observation with 
Progressive Scan SAR (TOPSAR) deburst technique was used to produce a homogenous image for each 
polarization. Then, the orbit state vectors of Sentinel, precise to the third polynomial degree, were applied to 
provide accurate information on satellite position and data velocity. Afterward, the same geometric terrain 
correction and speckle filtering methods applied to the ALOS-2 images were used. 
For the case study of Tehran, Iran we used two different sensors data set. Therefore, after applying 
above pre-processing the pixel size of the Sentinel-1 data was changed to the same pixel size as for the 
ALOS-2 polarized images (6.25 m) during geometric correction. Finally, the two SAR images were 
registered with the nearest neighbor resampling type and bilinear interpolation method, where the ALOS-2 
image was selected as the master (8-10). 
2.2.2. Pre-processing of Phase Data set 
Pre-processing of SAR phase data contains four methods in this study. The first one is preparing 
Coherency matrix ( 3T ). Therefore, the scattering matrix (S) which represents polarimetric SAR measures 
based on the horizontal (H) and vertical (V) polarizations, is shown as: 
                                                                       






vvvh
hvhh
SS
SS
S                                                        (2.3) 
For monostatic backscattering case, the target vector becomes as:  
                                          
T
hvvvhhvvhh SSSSSk 2,,,
2
1
                                                       (2.4) 
The 3x3 coherency matrix 3T  is given by:                                                                        
                                                                                        
HkkT 3                                                        (2.5) 
where H represents the transpose conjugate. The result of 3T is nine independent elements.  
Then, Refined Lee filter in window size 5x5 and number of the look of one was applied on the data 
set to remove speckle noise of the data sets. The number of the look of SAR data is used to estimate the 
standard deviation of the speckle noise. Afterward, orientation angle correction was applied on the data set to 
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make the horizontal polarization parallel to the ground terrain slope. Then, geometric correction using the 
range Doppler orthorectification method to represent the data geometrically similar to the real world. Same 
as geometric correction of amplitude data set, the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) data were 
introduced as one arc-second (approximately 30-m resolution) digital elevation model (DEM).  
2.3.      Multi-spectral Optical Data set Pre-processing 
Pre-processing of the optical image in this study contains three steps. First, converting a digital 
number to the TOP of Atmosphere (TOA) reflectance, radiometric calibration was applied on the data set. 
Then, the images were registered to the SAR images. The coregistration is a significant step when various 
sensor data sets are used for the study. Then the panchromatic band was used for pan-sharpening process and 
producing the output with sufficient resolution. 
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Remote sensing has been identified as an efficient tool to obtain wide range information of the 
earth's surface by the observation from the space. Due to the remarkable improvements in radar sensors, 
high- and mid- resolution SAR images are available with the ground resolution of 1 to 15 m, providing 
detailed surface information. SAR images in different polarizations such as HH, HV, VH, VV could provide 
precise information of natural objects and man-made structures in different orientation and materials on the 
ground. Moreover, considering the side looking nature of SAR imagery, the 3D configuration of objects can 
be defined by layover and radar shadow. This chapter contains two main parts. The first part includes SAR 
backscattering Characteristics of built-up areas. Then, geometrical model of different buildings were 
prepared to use for detecting damage area in Port-au-Prince, the capital of Haiti which was severely affected 
by the earthquake on January 12, 2010. Since comparing the changes in pre- and poste-event SAR intensity 
images, the damage detection of buildings has been conducted by several researchers (1-4). 
The second part, different methodologies for SAR image analysis such as texture analysis, Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA), polarimetric decomposition, unsupervised classification using K-mean 
algorithm, supervised classification using Maximum Likelihood (ML) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
are introduced. Also, cross validation technique for finding the best parameters of SVM classification is 
explained. Moreover, the confusion matrix is introduced for assessing the accuracy of the SAR image 
classification. Using these methodologies could help us to extract more information from SAR images. 
These methodologies will be used to analyze data sets of chapter 4, and 5. 
 
3.1.      Characteristics of Urban Features in SAR Images, Case Study of Port-au-Prince, Haiti 
The backscatter from buildings in a very high resolution (VHR) SAR image represents the 
information of building configuration with the different roof shapes. Considering the side looking nature of 
SAR imagery, the 3D configuration of objects can be defined by layover and radar shadow. We propose a 
geometrical model of individual gable-roof buildings in Port-au-Prince, the capital city of Haiti, which was 
severely damaged due to the Mw 7.0 earthquake on January 12, 2010.  This study area is the most affected 
area in the 2010 Haiti earthquake. Two pairs of TSX images taken before and after the earthquake were used 
for detecting damages of individual and non-individual gable-roof buildings, as shown in Figure 3.1.  
The common part in the TSX and optical images was selected as a target area that includes some 
gable-roof structures by the red frame in Figure 3.2 (b) and (c). The first pair were taken in the ascending 
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path on September 17, 2008 (the pre-event image) and on January 14, 2010 (the post-event one), just two 
days after the earthquake, as shown in Figure 3.1 (b). The incident angle was 39.32°at the center of the 
images, and the heading angle was 349.71° clockwise from the north. The second pair was taken on the 
descending path. It includes a pre-event image on October 13, 2009, and a post-event one on January 20, 
2010, as shown in Figure 3.1 (c). The incident angle was 39.10° at the center of the images, and the heading 
angle was 192.09°.  
These pairs were taken with the HH polarization in the StripMap mode. The azimuth and range 
resolution were about 3 m. The ascending image pair were provided by the Enhanced Ellipsoid Corrected 
(EEC) products whereas the descending pair by the Single Look Complex (SLC) data. The SLC data were 
multi-look compressed and projected on a UTM base map by the software ENVI/SARscape. Two pre-
processing steps were applied before detecting building damages. First, the two TSX intensity images were 
transformed to the Sigma Naught σ0 value, which represents the radar reflectivity per unit area in the ground 
range. The Sigma Naught of TerraSAR-X images can be calculated by (1). 
 
(a)  (b) (c) 
Figure 3.1. The study area in Porte-au-Prince (a), the ascending (b) and the descending (c) TSX image pairs. 
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(a)  (b)  
Figure 3.2. The pre-event (a) and the post-event (b) optical images of the study area. 
 
(a)  (b)  
Figure 3.3. Close-up of the pre-event QB image (a) and the color composite of the ascending TSX 
images (b) in the target area. 
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   locs DNk  sinlog10.log10 2100                                         (3.1) 
where ks is the calibration factor, and θloc is the local incidence angle. An Enhanced Lee filter was applied to 
the intensity images in window size of 3×3 pixels. Besides, two optical images were also used as the truth 
data for extracting the footprints of buildings.  
The pre-event optical image was taken by QuickBird (QB) on February 4, 2009, with the 0.61 m 
spatial resolution, shown in Figure 3.2 (a). The post-event image was taken by WorldView-2 (WV2) on 
January 15, 2010, with the 0.46 m spatial resolution, as shown in Figure 3.2 (b). The color composite of the 
ascending TSX pair and the pre-event optical image for the target area was shown in Figure 3.3, in which 
the locations of an individual gable-roof building by the yellow frame and a non-individual gable-roof 
building by the red frame are presented. 
The backscatter from buildings in a very high-resolution (VHR) SAR image represents the 
information of building configuration with the different roof shapes. Due to the side-looking geometry of 
SAR sensors, the backscattering properties of an individual building with a gable roof can be shown 
schematically in Figure 3.4, where θ is the incident angle of the TSX image. This model was prepared from 
the observation of some individual gable-roof buildings to demonstrate the width, length, and height of them. 
As the incident angles of ascending and descending pairs are almost same, the average of them (39°) was 
used to predict the accurate layover and shadowing of buildings with the same structure in these images. 
Depending on the shape of buildings, the illumination phenomena of a SAR image could be different. 
In this model, the layover illustrated by R1b, R2b, Wb, and Db are the backscattering coefficients of the sloping 
roof in the range side and the other side, wall, and double-bounce backscattering, respectively.  
As there are a lot of gable-roof buildings in Port-au-Prince, this type of structure was chosen for the 
modeling. Since the gable-roof buildings in the study area were located in a dense area, it was necessary to 
prepare a geometrical model for this kind of structures, as shown in Figure 3.5. This model was made based 
on the presidential palace. To prepare this model, the width, length, and height of the building were 
measured using the pre-event QB image as the truth data, In this case, the illumination of backscattering has 
changed due to the radar shadow of neighbor buildings. 
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Figure 3.4. Schematic representation of an individual building with gable-roof in the SAR image 
including the details of layover and radar shadow. 
 
Figure 3.5. Schematic representation of a non-individual building with the gable-roof in a SAR 
image including the details of layover and radar shadow. 
After the image pre-processing, the two pairs of TSX images taken before and after the earthquake 
were used for monitoring the backscattering intensity of buildings in the study area to illustrate the changes 
in buildings. The footprints of buildings were drawn using the pre-event optical image to demonstrate the 
layover and shadow areas of the building. Then two graphs based on the ascending and descending image 
pairs with cyan and red lines, which represent the pre-and post-even pixel values along the cross-section, are 
prepared in Figures 3.6 and 7. In Figure 3.6 (c-d) and Figure 3.7 (c-d), the cross-sections were drawn to the 
range direction. Indeed the graphs in Figure 3.6 (e-f) and Figure 3.7 (e-f) were prepared based on each 
vertex's pixel value along cross sections for the pre- and post-event TSX images in the two different paths. 
The horizontal and vertical axes of the graphs show the backscattering coefficient values and the location of 
vertexes, respectively. 
 From the geometrical model of the individual building and the graphs for the ascending and 
descending paths, there is no difference between the pre- and post-event pixel values, which means there is 
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no change after the earthquake for this building. If there were some damaged parts in this building, they 
might affect the backscattering of the layover region, and there should be some differences between the pre-
event and post-event graphs. 
In addition, the Haiti’s Presidential Palace was selected as a non-individual building to compare with 
the geometrical model. This building includes three wings whereas the middle one was collapsed due to the 
earthquake, as shown in Figure 3.7 a and b.  
 
                                 (a)  (b)  
 
                                 (c)  (d)  
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(e)           (f)  
Figure 3.6. Individual building with the gable-roof in the colour composites of the ascending (a) and 
descending (b) TSX images with the section lines; the backscatter coefficient  values along the section lines 
in the acceding (d) and descending (e) pairs; the pre- (c) and post-event (f) optical images of the target 
building. 
 
                                 (a)    (b)  
 
                                   (c)    (d)  
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                                           (e)                                      (f)  
Figure 3.7. Non-individual building with three wings in the colour composites of the ascending (a) and 
descending (b) TSX images with the section lines; the backscatter coefficient  values along the section lines 
in the acceding (d) and descending (e) pairs; the pre- (c) and post-event (f) optical images of the target 
building. 
Considering the ascending and descending graphs as shown in Figure 3.7 e and f, there is a 
difference between the backscattering coefficient values for the pre- and post-event vertexes along the cross 
section, which means there a change after the earthquake in this is building. In another word, the graphs do 
not match with the original geometrical model, and it shows there are some changes between the pre- and 
post-event SAR images. 
Indeed there are three peaks in each graph for the pre- and post-event ones, which corresponds to 
each wing of the building. In the case of the mid peak, the red line, which illustrates the post-event image, 
did not stay at the same position with the pre-event line. The values were reduced significantly. Thus, it 
proves there are some changes in this part of the building. The post-event optical image was used as the truth 
data to confirm this observation. 
In this study, a geometrical model of layover and radar-shadow areas for gable-roof buildings were 
proposed, using TerraSAR-X image pairs acquired before and after the 2010 Haiti Earthquake. Two pairs of 
the ascending and descending paths were used to detect the changes and damages of buildings in the city of 
Porte-au-Prince. In addition, pre- and post-event high-resolution optical images were employed to draw the 
footprints of target buildings.  
The backscattering coefficient values of typical non-damaged and damaged buildings were extracted 
along the direction of radar illumination, and they were compared with the theoretical backscattering models. 
The result of the comparison showed that the layover and shadow characteristics of these buildings were well 
explained by the proposed model. The change in building configuration due to structural damage could be 
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represented by the SAR backscattering model and the actual imagery. For a more solid conclusion, however, 
further research for more buildings in more earthquakes will be carried out in the future. 
3.2. SAR Image Analysis Methodology 
3.2.1. Texture Analysis 
Previous research has shown that texture measures provide vital information from radar imagery [5,6]. 
Among several statistical texture methods previously proposed, the gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) 
is one of the most powerful for land cover monitoring; thus, the GLCM is used in this study. Texture 
measures represent the spatial distribution of the gray-level value and its frequency relative to another one 
for a specific displacement at (x,y) and orientation (0◦, 45◦, 90◦and 135◦) as shown in Figure 3.8. From a 
sub-image of a given window size, I(x,y), the GLCM is a matrix P with size Ng×Ng (Ng: the number of 
gray-levels) whose P(i,j) element (1≤i≤Ng; 1≤j≤Ng) contains the number of times a point with gray-level gi 
occurs in a set of positions relative (based on the displacement and the angle mentioned before) to another 
point with gray-level gi [7]. The texture measures are calculated from the matrix P as follows: 
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where  jip ,  is the (i, j)-th entry in a normalized gray-tone spatial dependence matrix   RjiP /, ; R is the 
total sum of P; 
   jiPip
Ng
j
x ,
1



 is the i-th entry in the marginal probability matrix obtained by summing 
the rows of  jip , ; and x , y , x  and y  are the means and standard deviations of px and py. 
 
 
Figure 3.8.  Different directions and distance of texture measures. 
Figure 3.9 represents the example which is prepared considering an image with pixel values ranging 2 o 6 
and window size of 3x3 with a displacement of 1 in a horizontal orientation [5, 7-10]: 
 
Figure 3.9. An example of window size moving in texture measures. 
3.2.2. Principal Component Analysis  
Principal Components Analysis (PCA) is used to produce uncorrelated output bands, to segregate 
noise components, and to reduce the dimensionality of data sets. PCA computes the correlation between 
input bands and sorts them based on the amount of data variance [11]. Therefore, the first components 
contain the greatest variance of the input variables [12]. Performing land cover classification which is the 
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objective of this study, from high-dimensional texture data sets could be inefficient and time-consuming. 
Thus, to reduce the dimensionality, the principal component analysis (PCA) was performed independently 
on each set of texture features. In this research, three of the first components were selected, which contained 
almost 99 percent of the variation of the input elements and were used for the next stage. 
3.2.3. Polarimetric Decomposition: Yamaguchi-4 Decomposition 
The polarimetric decomposition is used to introduce the physical characteristic of the objects on the 
ground. Those decomposition methods which produce various scatterings such as surface, volume, double 
bounce, helix, wire, etc. could provide more information from different properties on the ground with 
different orientations, materials, structures, etc. Therefore, using this kind of decomposition method would 
be sufficient for classifying an area with different land covers. Since the objective of this study is land cover 
classification of urban and suburban areas which includes various man-made structures and natural land 
covers, Ymaguchi-4 decomposition with the capability of preparing double bounce, Volume, surface, and 
helix scattering is used. The double bounce scattering represents man-made objects such as built-up areas 
and roads. The volume scattering illustrates vegetation and building in different orientations with respect to 
the illumination of radar. The surface scattering demonstrates bare soil, crop lands, snow, and volcano ashes. 
The helix scattering represents complicated man-made structures. 
Previous approaches have used the reflection symmetry condition which introduces the covariance 
between the backscattering HH, and the conjugate of the backscattering HV is close to zero as follows: 
                                                                           0
* HVHH SS                                                  (3.12) 
                                                                           0
* VHVV SS                                                    (3.13) 
Therefore, from the covariance matrix the four components which show in black frames becomes zero as 
follows: 
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where  denotes the total average of data processing and * denotes the complex conjugation. Then the 
covariance matrix is decomposed into three components as follows:  
                            
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where   HVC corresponds to spatial average of the data. Moreover,   hvC denotes mathematical average 
calculated by integration expression. The fs, fd, and fv stand for the coefficient of the surface, double bounce, 
and volume scatterings. This model is based on the simple physical scattering mechanism. Although it is a 
powerful method to investigate the natural targets on the ground, the reflection symmetry condition is not 
true in urban areas [13-15]. 
To overcome this issue, Yamaguchi proposed a new decomposition method. In this method, the 
reflection symmetry is not considered zero as follows: 
                                                                         0
* HVHH SS                                                  (3.16) 
                                                                         0
* VHVV SS                                                 (3.17) 
Therefore, all nine components of the covariance matrix 3x3 decompose into 4 components as follows: 
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Four different Yamaguchi-4 scattering are shown in Figure 3.10 as follows:  
 
(a)  (b)  (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 3.10. (a-d) are surface, double bounce, surface, helix scatterings of Ymaguchi-4 
decomposition. 
3.2.4. Unsupervised Classification: K-means 
K-means algorithm is a well-known unsupervised classification which uses minimum distance 
technique for distributing pixels into closest class as shown in Figure 3.11.  
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Figure 3.11. Schematic model of K-mean method for unsupervised classification. 
This method split input data into a k number of clusters. Then cluster centroids are prepared, and image 
pixels allocate to the classes whose centers have a minimum distance with them. The distance between the 
center of clusters and input pixels is calculated as follows: 
                                                                                  kCyxpd  ,                                       (3.19) 
when  yxp ,   represents the image with a resolution of x x y, k is the number of determined clusters, and Ck 
represents the cluster centers. When all pixels of the input data have been distributed, the new center of the 
each cluster will be defined as follows: 
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This process is repeated until gaining satisfied error value. 
3.2.5. Supervised Classification: Maximum Likelihood Classification (ML) 
The maximum likelihood method works based on the assumption that each class is normally 
distributed as shown in Figure 3.12. Thus, for each pixel, the probability that it belongs to a specific class is 
calculated. Then, the pixel is assigned to the class that yields the highest probability as follows: 
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Figure 3.12. Schematic model of ML classification. 
where i is the number of classes, x represents the n-dimensional data (where n is the number of bands), p(ωi) 
denotes the probability that class ωi occurs in the image and is assumed to be the same for all classes, |Σi| is 
the determinate of the covariance matrix of the data in class ωi, Σi−1 is its inverse matrix, and mi represents 
the mean vector [16,17]. 
3.2.6. Supervised Classification: Support Vector Machine Classification (SVM) 
 The SVM separates the pixels of an image using optimal hyperplanes that maximize the margin 
between the classes. The data points closest to a hyperplane are called support vectors as shown in Figure 
3.13. A nonlinear classification can be performed using kernel functions to the support vectors. 
 
Figure 3.13. Schematic model of SVM classification. 
  In this study, the pairwise strategy is used for multi-class classification. We selected the radial basis 
function, which is a common kernel type one for the classification and it is sufficient when there are 
complicated classes, and the relation between them is not linear. It is expressed as follows: 
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where xi and xj represent the training data and class labels, and g is the gamma term in the kernel function 
[18-20]. 
3.2.7. Cross Validation 
In this research radial basis function for SVM classification was used. For this kernel function, C and 
  are important parameters for classification. In order to evaluate the effect of the parameters C and  cross 
validation analysis for a given pair of values (C,  ) was performed which is used to evaluate which value of 
mentioned parameters could provide higher accuracy of input data. We extracted 7000 of samples (100 per 
each class) randomly. Then, 80% of the samples are used to train the SVM and the rest to evaluate the 
performance of the predictions as shown in Figure 3.14. The overall accuracy is used as a score to evaluate 
the performance. The process is repeated 5 times for a given pair of (C,  ) and the average of the score is 
stored [21]. 
 
Figure 3.14. Schematic model of cross validation. 
3.2.8. Accuracy Assessment: Confusion Matrix 
The confusion matrix reports an overall accuracy, producer and user accuracies, and kappa 
coefficient by comparing a classification result with ground truth information. The kappa (k) coefficient 
measures the agreement between classification and ground truth pixels. A kappa value of 1 represents perfect 
agreement while a value of 0 represents no agreement. 
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where N is the total number of classified pixels to compare with ground truth, i is the class number,  mi,i is 
the pixel number of ground truth class I, Gi is the total number of ground truth pixels of class I, Ci is the total 
classified pixel number of class i. The producer accuracy represents the correctly classified pixels out of the 
truth pixels of related land cover classes. The user accuracy illustrates the correctly classified pixels out of 
the total classified pixels.  [22]. 
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Chapter 4 
Land Cover Classification Using Dual-Polarized SAR Images: 
Case Study of Tehran, Iran 
4.1.     Introduction 
Land  cover  monitoring  of  urban  areas  provides  vital  information  in  several  fields,  such as  
environmental  science,  seismic  risk  assessment,  urban  management,  and  regional  planning. For  
instance,  in  sustainable  development,  urban  growth  assessment  plays  an  essential  role  in maintaining 
the balance between the city and the hinterland. Urban expansion results in the change of urban land cover 
and the expansion of a city’s border, which is necessary for accommodating growing population and 
providing them with public city services [1]. Furthermore, it is important to continuously update land cover 
maps at macro- and micro-scales, which helps governments to be prepared for emergency monitoring of 
cities, especially after natural hazards [2–11].Remote sensing technologies are fundamental tools used to 
obtain information from the ground surface to determine land cover classification. Thus, satellite imagery 
can be used to analyze urban growth and land cover changes [12]. Moreover, urban residential areas with 
different properties and densities can be identified [13,14]. One of the most advanced technologies is 
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) sensors, which have several advantages over optical sensors that are used to 
capture land surface imagery. SAR sensors can` extract object characteristics from backscattering echo, 
independent of weather conditions and time [15–17].  
Currently, this technology, with dual- or full-polarization (HH, HV, VV and VH), is used widely to 
monitor urban areas and map land cover since different polarizations have different sensitivities and 
scattering coefficients for the same target [3,18–21].Furthermore, texture features represent a significant 
source of information regarding the spatial relation of pixel values. Thus, different features, such as built-up 
urban areas, soil, rock, and vegetation, can be more accurately characterized. Many texture measures have 
been developed and properly used in satellite image analyses.  Thus, it is generally accepted that the use of 
textural images improves the accuracy of land cover classification [22–25].   Previous research on texture 
feature extraction showed that the gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) is one of the most trustworthy 
methods for classification [26,27]. Tehran, the capital city of Iran, has been undergoing rapid changes in land 
cover and land use, similar to many other metropolitan areas in developing countries. The population of 
Tehran increased from 6,758,845 in 1996 to 12,183,391 in 2011 [28], almost doubling in only 15 years. For 
that reason, Tehran is considered as one of the fastest growing cities in the world. Therefore, urban area 
monitoring of Tehran seems necessary.  
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However, because of the similarity of spectral signatures between soil and roof materials in the built-
up areas of Tehran, the accuracy of land cover classification using optical images is expected to be not so 
high. On the other hand, a SAR image analysis using backscattering intensity data has the potential to 
accurately classify urban areas. In this study, the capabilities of SAR images to recognize built-up areas from 
bare land in Tehran city, Iran, are evaluated. For this purpose, the unsupervised and supervised classification 
were applied on dual-polarized data of ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 (HH, HV) and Sentinel-1 C-SAR (VV-VH). 
Texture measures are applied to the backscatter values of the L- and C-bands of the mentioned satellite. Then, 
unsupervised land cover classification of Tehran is carried out using the backscattering intensity and some 
texture measures, selected by a principal components analysis. The supervised land cover classification of 
Tehran is carried out using the backscattering intensity and principal components of texture measures. This 
study attempts to examine the performance of SAR intensity data for land cover classification in arid and 
semi-arid regions. 
4.1.1 Study Area and Data set 
The study area is located in Tehran, the capital city of Iran, which is a part of the Tehran 
metropolitan area located at longitude 51◦25017.44” E and latitude 35◦41039.80” N, as shown in Figure 4.1. 
Tehran is situated in north-central Iran at the foot of the Alborz Mountains, and places on the sloping ground 
from the mountains in the north and flat areas near the Great Salt Desert in the south. As shown in Table 4.1, 
the population of the city slightly increased from 6,058,207 in 1986 to 6,758,845 in1996, but it rose 
significantly to 12,183,391 by 2011. Therefore, the city needed more facilities for the residents. Due to this 
matter, several land covers and land uses emerged or changed into different ones. The area used for assessing 
the accuracy of the classification results is in the northwest of Tehran, in District 22, located at longitude 
51◦5010”–51◦20040” and latitude 35◦32016”–35◦57019”. It is the district with the greatest development 
because urban growth in the western regions of the city is necessary to accommodate the population of 
downtown areas. Tehran is divided into 22 districts, and each districts sponsored by its particular 
municipality. Moreover, the residential density in this region includes low (100 buildings per hectare), 
medium (135 buildings per hectare), and high (200 buildings per hectare) densities [28–30]. Considering the 
variety of built-up areas, densities, vegetation, and bare land in this region it was chosen for accuracy 
assessment. Besides, there are few green areas in Tehran city, in which one of the largest one is located in 
this region. 
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Figure 4.1. Location of Tehran and coverage of satellite images used in this study, including 
Sentinel-1 (blue frame) acquired on October 26, 2015; ALOS-2 (red frame) on October 14, 
2015; Landsat-8 (green frame) on May 7, 2015; WorldView-3 (purple frame) on October 4, 
2015. 
Table 4.1. The change of population in Tehran [28]. 
Year 1986 1991 1996 2006 2011 
Population 6,058,207 6,497,238 6,758,845 7,711,230 12,183,391 
The data used in this research were acquired by the Landsat 8, WorldView-3, ALOS-2 and Sentinel-
1 satellites, which are operated by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Digital 
Globe, the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) and the European Space Agency (ESA), 
respectively (Figure 4.1). The Landsat 8 was launched on 11 February 2013 with an Operational Land 
Imager (OLI) sensor and a Thermal Infrared Sensor (TIRS). The Landsat 8 image was acquired on 7 May 
2015 and includes a panchromatic band with 15-m resolution and 11 multi-spectral bands with 30-m 
resolution.  The WorldView-3 image taken on October 4, 2015 consists of a panchromatic band (0.5-m 
resolution). The ALOS-2was launched on 24 May 2014 with an enhanced L-band SAR sensor, PALSAR-2. 
Its center frequency is1.27 GHz/23.60 cm in Strip Map mode (SM). The Sentinel-1 was launched on 3 April 
2014 with the C-Sarsens or in the C-band with a center frequency of 5.40 GHz/5.55 cm in Interferometric 
Wide Swath mode (IW). Both SAR images covering Tehran were acquired in the ascending path in the right-
look direction and by dual-polarization. The ALOS-2 image acquired on 14 October 2015 has HH and HV 
polarizations, with an incident angle of 40.56◦at the center of the image and a spatial resolution of 6.2 m.  
The Sentinel-1 image captured on 26 October 2015 has VV and VH polarizations with an incident angle of 
34.02◦at the center of the image and a spatial resolution of 13.9 m. Moreover, the ground swath widths of 
ALOS-2 and Sentinel-1 are approximately 50–70 km and 250 km, respectively. Both SAR images cover the 
entire study area in one scene. The pre-processing of SAR data sets and Optical images were conducted as 
explained in chapter 2, 2.2.1 (Pre-processing of Amplitude data set) and 2.3 (Multi-spectral optical data set 
pre-processing). 
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4.2. Methodology 1: Unsupervised Classification  
This study started with using the Landsat-8 multi-spectral optical image for land cover classification 
of Tehran. The geographical situation of the study area makes it difficult to differentiate the urban area from 
the mountainous and desert area that surrounds Tehran, as shown in Figure 4.2 It reveals that the spectral 
reflectance characteristics of bare lands and built-up features are remarkably similar while other signatures 
such as roads, vegetation, and water show different characteristics. Thus, SAR images with the capability of 
obtaining ground surface information based on backscatter were chosen to conduct the study following the 
flowchart shown in Figure 4.3. 
After applying the pre-processing steps, two dual-polarizations, HH and HV for ALOS-2 and VV 
and VH for Sentinel-1, were stacked for computing texture measures. The previous researches have shown 
that the texture measures are vital information from radar imagery [33, 20]. Among several statistical texture 
methods proposed before, the gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) is one of the most powerful one for 
land cover monitoring [22]. In this study, ten textural features in angle 0º, distance 1, and a window size of 7 
x 7 were used for classification.  
 
Figure 4.2. Spectral signature of different land cover types for the Landsat 8 image of Tehran. 
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Figure 4.3. Flowchart of land cover classification using SAR data in this study. 
 Three texture features: Contrast, Variance and Mean of the sigma naught images, were selected 
based on the highest participation factor of them from the first three components in the principal component 
analysis. The contrast depicts the amount of local variation pixel values, the variance illustrates the distance 
of each pixel from the average and the mean is the average of the whole pixel values. Then, unsupervised 
classification using the K-mean clustering algorithm was applied to two cases: the first case where only 
intensity image of ALOS-2 and Sentinel-1 (HH, HV, VV, and VH) were used, and the second case where the 
three texture measures of the sigma naught were also employed in unsupervised classification. The K-mean 
clustering is one of the most well-known algorithms which identifies k cluster from the distance measure of 
values. Different numbers of classes were tested (five to ten) in computing the K-mean algorithm. Seven 
classes were chosen in this method because the number of classes less than seven did not cluster features 
well and more than seven classes included a lot of salt-and-pepper noises.  
 To check the accuracy of unsupervised classification using the K-mean algorithm, truth data were 
obtained from the WorldView-3 image for three different regions of land covers (built-up, bare land, and 
vegetation) in the study area. Then the pixel values of each land cover class were extracted and were 
compared with the ones in the truth data. 
4.2.1 Accuracy Assessment and Result 
In order to evaluate the capability of texture measures, samples of the sigma naught value and their 
texture measures were obtained from several regions of interest with the three different land covers (build-up, 
bare land, vegetation). Figure .4 shows the scatter plots of the sigma naught and their textures from the dual-
polarizations of ALOS-2 (HH and HV) and Setinel-1(VV and VH). In these figures, built-up, bare land, 
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vegetation areas are shown in black, yellow and green dots, respectively. Besides, the average of  each group 
is depicted as red, cyan and pink plus mark. As can be observed in Figure a anf 4.5a, there are overlaps 
among the sigma naught values. But, the texture values (Figure  b-d and Figure 4.5 b-d) show moderate 
levels of separation among built-up, bare land and vegetation pixels. Moreover the average for each group of 
texture measure is seperated better than that of the sigma naught itself. 
 Therefore, the texture measures seem to be effective in differentiating built-up and bare land areas. 
In case of texture measures for bare land and vegetation from HH and HV polarizations (Figure  b-d), only 
slight improvements are seen, compared with the scatter plot of sigma naught valus (Figure .4 a). However, 
the same two features overlap in the Sentinel-1’s VV and VH images not only for the sigma naught as shown 
in Figure 4.5 a, but also for the texture measures, as shown in  Figure 4.5 b-d.  
 
(a) (b)  
 
(c) (d)  
Figure 4.4. (a-d) are scatter plots of ALOS-2’s sigma naught values (HH, HV) and their texture measures. 
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(a) (b)  
 
(c) (d)  
Figure 4.5. (a-d) are scatter plots of Sentinel-1’s sigma naught values (VV, VH) and their texture measures. 
 Considering the improvement in differentiating built-up and bare land areas when the GLCM texture 
measures were used, which is the main objective of this study, unsupervised classification using the K-mean 
algorithm with 7 classes was carried out. Figure 4.6 shows the unsupervised classification results of Tehran 
and its surrounding areas. Figure 4.6 a, c, and e depict the results of classification using L-, C-, and L+C-
band intensities, respectively. Figure 4.6 b, d, and f illustrate the classification when the texture measures 
were included together with the L-, C-, and L+C-band intensities. The results with the texture measures show 
less noise compared with those without them.  
 In order to evaluate the results of unsupervised classification, three districts representing different 
building densities: low-, medium, and high-density, were selected as shown in Figure 4.7. These districts are 
located in the north-west of Tehran, a part of a newest region as a result of city expansion. The truth data 
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were obtained based on visual inspection from the WorldView-3 image. In this paper we evaluate only the 
results of Figure 4.6 e and f.  
 Figure 4.8 shows the optical image (left), the results of unsupervised classification without using 
textures (center) and with using them (right), for three building densities. As mentioned before, the results of 
unsupervised classification without texture shown in Figure 4.8 b, e, and h illustrate high level of noise that 
makes difficult to distinguish the border lines between different classes. On the contrary, Figure 4.8 c, f, and 
i show the border lines of land covers, and the pixel values of different classes look more uniform with less 
noise and are comparable with the truth data. 
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(a) (b)  
 
(c) (d)  
 
(e) (f)  
Figure 4.6. The results of unsupervised classification of Tehran using the K-mean method with 7 classes; (a), 
(c), and (e) show the cases using the sigma naught values from ALOS-2 (HH, HV), Sentinel-1(VV, VH), and 
the both of them (HH, HV, VV, and VH). (b), (d), and (f) are the cases using the combination of the sigma 
naught values and their texture measures (Variance, Contrast, and Mean), for ALOS -2 (HH, HV), Sentinel-
1(VV,VH), and the both (HH, HV, VV, and VH). 
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Figure 4.7. Close-up of the study area in Tehran. Three types of districts, 1) low-, 2) medium-, and 3) high-
density residential. 
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Figure 4.8. Unsupervised classification for low-, medium-, and high-density residential districts in Tehran.  
(a), (d), and (g) show the optical image, (b), (e), and (h) are the results using only the sigma naught values 
(HH, HV, VV, and VH) of ALOS -2 and Sentinel-1. (c), (f), and (i) are the results using both the sigma 
naught values and their texture measures (Variance, Contrast, Mean). 
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Table 4.3. The result for the low density district. 
Built-up Bare Land Vegetation Built-up Bare Land Vegetation 
 Pixel  Pixel  Pixel  Pixel  Pixel  Pixel
Built-up 1178 79 1051 2308 Built-up 1566 27 1245 2838
Bare Land 348 1137 377 1862 Bare Land 204 1287 383 1874
Vegetation 1398 844 1966 4208 Vegetation 1154 746 1766 3666
Total 2924 2060 3394 8378 Total 2924 2060 3394 8378
Overall classification accuracy (%): 51.1 Overall classification accuracy (%): 55.1
TotalClass
Intensity
Total Class
Intensity + Texture
  
 
Table 4.4. The result for the medium density district. 
Built-up Bare Land Vegetation Built-up Bare Land Vegetation 
 Pixel  Pixel  Pixel  Pixel  Pixel  Pixel
Built-up 25110 2390 1892 29392 Built-up 26849 2114 1694 30657
Bare Land 1617 2065 1562 5244 Bare Land 1483 2778 2216 6477
Vegetation 7174 1938 3022 12134 Vegetation 5534 1513 2589 9636
Total 33901 6393 6476 46770 Total 33866 6405 6499 46770
Overall classification accuracy (%): 64.6 Overall classification accuracy (%): 68.9
Class
Intensity
Total Class
Intensity + Texture
Total
  
 
Table 4.5. The result for the high density district. 
Built-up Bare Land Vegetation Built-up Bare Land Vegetation 
 Pixel  Pixel  Pixel  Pixel  Pixel  Pixel
Built-up 6872 675 3666 11213 Built-up 10236 685 4400 15321
Bare Land 294 2221 819 3334 Bare Land 183 2594 601 3378
Vegetation 6377 1906 12834 21117 Vegetation 3124 1523 12318 16965
Total 13543 4802 17319 35664 Total 13543 4802 17319 35664
Overall classification accuracy (%): 61.5 Overall classification accuracy (%): 70.5
TotalClass
Intensity Intensity + Texture
Total Class
 
To evaluate the accuracy of the classification method, the unsupervised classification results (the 
number of pixels for seven classes) were compared with the truth data for the cases without and with using 
the texture measures. Before evaluating the results, the class numbers from unsupervised classification were 
merged into three groups: build-up, bare land, and vegetation. The largest pixel number for each 
unsupervised class was selected to connect with the land cover that it belongs, for the three districts.  
Thus, for the case of classification without texture measures, classes 5 and 7 were assigned as built-
up, classes 2, 3 and 4 as bare land, and class 1 and 6 as vegetation. Besides, in case of unsupervised 
classification with texture measures, it is easier to select the highest pixel numbers in each class for the three 
density districts than classification without texture measures. Accordingly, classes 1, 2 and 7 were selected 
as bare land, classes 3 and 5 were chosen as vegetation, and classes 4 and 6 include large parts of built-up. 
When the texture measures are included, the number of cases in which overlapping of classes occur was 
reduced. 
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Confusion matrix is calculated and presented in Table 4.3-5 for the three density districts. Diagonal 
elements refer to the number of pixels that were classified correctly as built-up, bare land and vegetation out 
of 8,378, 46,770 and 35,664 truth pixels in low-, medium- and high-dense districts. Overall classification 
accuracy, the sum of the diagonal elements of the confusion matrix divided by the total amount of pixels, 
was obtained in order to compare the results without and with texture. The overall classification accuracy 
increased in percentage from 51 to 55 for the low-density, from 65 to 69 for the medium-density, and from 
62 to 71 for the high-density districts. It is worth to mention that due to the effects of shadow and layover in 
SAR images, the results of classification were shifted to the ground-range direction in different magnitudes. 
But, using the WorldView-3 image, we could only apply an average shift to each dense area. Therefore, the 
result in the tables should be considered as a reference. 
4.2.2 Conclusions 
In this study, the GLCM texture measures were applied to evaluate its potential use for improving 
unsupervised classification of SAR intensity images for urban areas. In this purpose, Tehran was selected as 
the study area because of its fast expansion. Due to the spectral signatures’ similarity of soil and roof 
material in built-up regions from a multi-spectral optical image analysis, SAR images with capability of 
obtaining features characteristics based on radar backscatter were chosen. Dual-polarized data from L-band 
ALOS-2 (HH, HV) and C-band Sentinel-1 (VV, VH) were employed and the texture properties were 
calculated. Three texture measures were selected based on the result of a principal component analysis. 
Then, the K- mean clustering algorithm was introduced for two cases: without and with texture measures. 
The result of unsupervised classification with texture measures was found to be superior to the one without 
texture in two main aspects: less level of noise and clearer borders of land covers. 
The results of unsupervised classification were compared with the truth data obtained from visual 
inspection of a WorlView-3 image for three different urban density districts: low-, medium-, and high-
density. The results showed that the texture measures improve the capability of unsupervised classification. 
However, the classification was not optimal mainly because unsupervised classification is a basic method 
that is performed in an early stage of land cover classification. Supervised classification using training data 
would be more conclusive; however this issue will be considered in a future study. 
4.3.      Methodology 2: Supervised Classification  
The overall framework is shown in Figure 4.9. The methodology consists of 5 steps: pre-processing, 
texture  analysis,  principal  component  analysis  (PCA),  supervised  classification,  and  accuracy 
assessment.  The two sets  of  polarized  SAR  images,  ALOS-2  and  Sentinel-1,  were  applied  in  this 
framework, and their results were evaluated by comparison to truth data. Due to the lack of the real ground 
truth data in the study area, the Landsat 8 optical image was considered as a base map for preparing the truth 
data.  The truth data contains the polygons of different land covers. All processes in this section were done 
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using Environment for Visualizing Images (ENVI) 5.3.1 software (Exelis Visual Information, Boulder,CO, 
USA). 
 
Figure 4.9. Flowchart of land cover classification using the multi-spectral optical image and two synthetic 
aperture radar (SAR) data sets. GLCM: gray-level co-occurrence matrix, SVM: support vector machine, ML: 
Maximum Likelihood, PCT: principal components of the textures. 
 After performing the pre-processing steps, texture measures were applied to each backscattering 
element (HH, HV, VV and VH). Previous research has shown that texture measures provide vital 
information from radar imagery [20,33]. Among several statistical texture  methods  previouslyproposed, the 
gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) is one of the most powerful for land cover monitoring; thus, the 
GLCM is used in this study. A set of eight texture features were calculated for each scattering element, and a 
total of 32 texture measures were obtained from the ALOS-2 and Sentinel-1 images. Performing land cover 
classification from these high dimensional data sets could be inefficient and time consuming. Thus, to reduce 
the dimensionality, the principal component analysis (PCA) was performed independently on each set of 
eight texture features. In this research, three of the first components were selected, which contained almost 
99 percent of the variation of the input elements and were used for the next stage. The reason on behalf the 
use of the first three principal components is explained further in Section 4.2. Therefore, two sets of SAR 
data were used for the supervised classification:  (1) the backscatter values of the dual-polarization data, 
which contains two layers of HH + HV and VV + VH for the ALOS-2 andSentinel-1; and (2) the layer 
stacking of the backscatter values and the first three principal components of the texture measures (PCT). 
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The second data set includes eight layers (HH, HV,PCT HH1,2,3,PCTHV1,2,3)for ALOS-2 and eight layers 
(VV, VH, PCTVV1,2,3,PCTV H1,2,3) for Sentinel-1. 
Supervised classification is a training based methodology that classifies similar image pixel values 
into training samples for a determined number of classes. Thus, training samples must be selected based on a 
homogenous group of image pixels to provide the best separability. Therefore, monitoring the study area and 
assessing the different land covers is necessary before selecting the training samples. Additionally, applying 
the appropriate algorithm to identify the homogeneity of the training data to group the pixel values of a data 
set is important. Accordingly, the training data selection process and the two different supervised 
classification algorithms used will be explained further in this section.  
After the inspection of district 22 in Tehran, five land cover classes were defined:  bare land, 
vegetation, built-up 1, built-up 2, and built-up 3. The three different residential types are shown in Figure 
4.10. Built-up 1 is composed of dense residential areas with mostly two-story old buildings and narrow 
streets and roads. The buildings are approximately 8×13 m in size. Built-up 2 is composed of medium 
density residential areas, including parallel blocks of buildings.  The buildings are mostly12×18 min size. 
These buildings consist of approximately 4–6 floors. Built-up 3 includes individual building with 4–15 floors. 
Built-up 3 has wider streets than the other areas and plenty of vegetation surrounding the buildings.  The 
buildings are mostly two different shapes, square with a size of 25×25 m or rectangular with a size of 
approximately 25×44 m.  For each of these five land cover classes, three training samples were selected. The 
training samples mainly consist of square shapes of 200 m in length, which are located in different parts of 
Tehran, as shown in Figure 4.11. 
The classification process was performed using two algorithms: support vector machine (SVM) and 
maximum likelihood (ML). Both algorithms are derived from statistical theories.  These two methods are 
commonly used in land cover classification studies [36–40]; therefore, we intend to evaluate their 
performance for SAR data imagery. Supervised classifiers were applied to three sets of data: (1) Landsat 8 
multi-spectral image; (2) Backscatter values of dual-polarization ALOS-2 andSentinel-1 data; and (3) the 
layer stacking of backscatter values and the first three PCTs from ALOS-2and Sentinel-1 data. 
 
(a) Built-up 1 (b) Built-up 2 (c) Built-up 3 
Figure 4.10. Three different residential types (a-c) extracted from Google Earth images of Tehran 
city. 
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Figure 4.11. The three training samples selected for each land cover class from the Landsat 8 image used for 
supervised classification. The black frame shows the area used for assessing the accuracy. 
The maximum likelihood method works based on the assumption that each class is normally distributed. 
Thus, for each pixel, the probability that it belongs to a specific class is calculated. Moreover, Support vector 
machine is a trusted algorithm often used in remote sensing [41,44]. This algorithm was developed by 
Vanpik [45], and its use has increased for land cover classification in recent years. The SVM separates the 
pixels of an image using optimal hyperplanes that maximize the margin between the classes [46]. A 
nonlinear classification can be performed using kernel functions to the support vectors. In this study, the 
pairwise strategy is used for multi-class classification. We selected the radial basis function, which is a 
common kernel type one for the classification [47-49].  
Radial basis functions with   value of 1.12 and 1.14 were used for SAR and optical image, 
respectively. The   value was calculated by inversing of the number of bands in the input image. Also, cross 
validation were prepared to select the C and   parameters for SVM classification as shown in Figure 4.12. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 4.12. Cross validation of ALOS-2 data set (a) and Sentinel-1 (b). 
Moreover, the memory usage and the speed of training were not considered for either supervised algorithms 
in this study because the scope of this research is to evaluate the improvement of the accuracy after 
introducing the texture feature. 
The accuracy of the results from the ML and SVM methods was measured by calculating a 
confusion matrix. The confusion matrix was prepared using truth data over the five land cover classes. Based 
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on the comparison of the confusion matrix of the classification results, we evaluated the effect of the 
supervised classification algorithms and texture measures. The overall accuracy, producer and user 
accuracies, and kappa coefficient are calculated from this matrix. Detail information of the methodologies 
used in this section can be find in chapter 3 and [50]. 
4.3.1 Accuracy Assessment and Result 
 This study aims to classify the land covers in Tehran city with high accuracy using appropriate data 
sets and methodologies. A multi-spectral Landsat 8 image and SAR data (ALOS-2 and Sentinel-1) were used 
to evaluate the performance of the supervised classification algorithms, maximum likelihood and support 
vector machine. The comparison and evaluation of the results from the optical and SAR sensors are 
presented in the following. 
4.3.1.1 Multi-spectral Optical Image 
 Regarding the aim of this study, we begin by observing the performance of the multi-spectral optical 
image. First, the spectral signatures of the different land cover samples from the Landsat 8 image (Figure 
4.11) for the built-up 1, built-up 2, built-up 3, bare land, and vegetation classes are shown in Figure 4.13 
The spectral reflectance characteristics of bare lands and built-up features are remarkably similar, while the 
vegetation signature shows a different pattern. The geography of the study area makes it difficult to 
differentiate the urban area from the mountainous and desert areas that surround Tehran. ML and SVM 
classifications were applied to the Landsat 8 image using a total of fifteen training samples from five 
different land cover types. The results are shown in Figure 4.14. The ML classification result (Figure 4.14a) 
indicates that almost all bare land and mountain areas around Tehran were selected as built-up area (built-up 
1). Additionally, the SVM result (Figure 4.14b) shows that some bare land areas in the southeast and west of 
Tehran were classified incorrectly as built-up areas (built-up 1 and 2). 
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Figure 4.13. Spectral signatures of the five land covers obtained from the Landsat 8 image. 
 
 
 
(a) ML 
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(b) SVM 
 
Figure 4.14. The ML (a) and SVM (b) classification results of Landsat 8 image, where the black 
frame shows the location of the validation area. 
 To  validate  the  classification  result,  we  prepared  the  confusion  matrix  using  the  truth  data. 
Figure  4.15a  represents  a  closer  look  of  the  validation  area,  which  is  shown  by  a  black  frame  in 
Figures 4.11 and 4.14b as well. Table 4.6 illustrates the confusion matrix results from Landsat 8 using SVM 
and ML classification. The SVM classification gave an overall accuracy and kappa coefficient of 41.1%and 
0.26, respectively, while ML gave the values of 35.3% and 0.22. Moreover, the producer and user accuracy 
are shown in table below. The producer accuracy represents the correctly classified pixels out of the truth 
pixels of related land cover classes. The user accuracy, illustrates the correctly classified pixels out of the 
total classified pixels. The SVM algorithm provided higher accuracy than ML. A closer look at the SVM 
result is shown in Figure 4.15b. It is observed that some classes were incorrectly classified, such as built-up 
2, which was mostly classified as built-up 1. Therefore, the Landsat 8 image does not seem appropriate for 
classifying the land cover of the study area, Tehran city. 
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(a)   
  
 
(b) 
 
Figure 4.15. Validation area containing the truth data for the five classes (a), and the result of the SVM 
classification from Landsat 8 image (b). 
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Table 4.6. Confusion matrix for ML and SVM classification using the Landsat 8 image. 
Land Cover Class 
Bare 
land 
Vegetation Built-up 1  Built-up 2  Built-up 3  
Overall  
Accuracy (%) 
Kappa  
Coefficie
nt  
ML 
Producer Accuracy (%) 30.7 58.7 31.5 35.0 33.0 35.3 0.22 
User Accuracy (%) 91.2 81.4 4.0 47.8 22.0 
  
SVM 
Producer Accuracy (%) 42.4 63.8 31.2 39.8 27.2 41.1 0.26 
User Accuracy (%) 86.4 76.4 5.1 39.3 25.5 
  
4.3.1.2 SAR Data 
 Considering the limitation of the Landsat 8 image in land cover classification and detection of 
various built-up classes and bare land in the study area, ALOS-2 and Sentinel-1 images with the capability of 
obtaining ground surface information based on the backscatter coefficient were selected to overcome this 
issue. Figure 4.16 represents the color composites of the dual-polarization intensity images from the ALOS-
2 and Sentinel-1 data. The cyan and red colors indicate different orientation and geometrical positions of the 
residential areas in Tehran. 
 
(a) ALOS-2 
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(b) Sentinel-1 
Figure 4.16. Color composite of dual-polarization images from the ALOS-2 image (a) and the Sentinel-1 
image (b), the yellow frame shows the location of region chosen for evaluating the components of principal 
component analysis (PCA) and the location of validation area. 
 To increase the accuracy in the supervised classification from SAR data, texture analysis (GLCM) 
was applied to the dual-polarization images. Figure 4.17 depicts the texture features obtained from ALOS-2 
HH polarization. Texture analysis was applied to each backscatter value of HH, HV, VV, and VH. Thus, for 
each polarized image, eight texture measures were obtained: mean, contrast, ASM, correlation, homogeneity, 
variance, entropy, and dissimilarity. Then, the PCA was applied to reduce the number of textures measured. 
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(a) Mean 
 
 
 
(b) Variance 
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(c) Homogeneity 
 
 
(d) Contrast 
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(e) Dissimilarity 
 
 
 
(f) Entropy 
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(g) ASM  
 
 
 
(h) Correlation 
 Figure 4.17. Eight texture features (a-h) obtained from the ALOS-2 HH polarization with a window size of 
13 × 13, angle of 0°, and displacement of 1 pixel. 
 In order to select the appropriate number of principal components for texture measures (PCT) to 
perform the classification, we examined the region shown as a yellow frame in Figure 4.16 using the HH 
and HV polarizations of ALOS-2. The SVM classification was carried out for two data sets. In the first data 
set, the two backscatter values (HH and HV) and all their PCTs (18 layers in total) were used. In the second 
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data set, the two backscatter values and their first three PCTs (eight layers in total) were used. In both data 
ets the PCT was calculated from texture features obtained using a window size of13×13. The first three 
components contain almost 99 percent of the variation of the input elements. Table 4.7 shows the overall 
accuracy and the kappa coefficient obtained from the classification of the two data sets. A comparison shows 
a difference of only 1.26% for the overall accuracy and a difference of 0.02 for the kappa coefficient. 
Although the data set with all the PCTs gained higher accuracy, the required time was significantly larger 
than that of the second data set. Therefore, in this study, only the first three principal components were used. 
Table 4.7. Overall accuracy and kappa coefficient calculated from the SVM classification using the first 
three PCTs and all PCTs. 
Data sets Overall Accuracy (%) Kappa Coefficient 
Backscatter + three PCTs (%) 61.79 0.50 
Backscatter + all PCTs (%) 63.05 0.52 
Figure 4.18 illustrates the first three PCTs of the HH polarization. The classifications using ML and SVM 
were performed using the same fifteen training samples shown in Figure 4.11. As mentioned before, the 
performance of both ML and SVM are compared to the truth data to observe which method produces the 
highest accuracy. 
 
(a) PCT1 
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(b) PCT2 
 
(c) PCT3 
Figure 4.18.The first three principal components (a–c) prepared from the eight texture features of theALOS-
2 HH polarization. 
 The  window  size  is  an  important  parameter  for  the  texture  measures.  In  this  study,  window 
sizes  ranging  from  3× 3to  21× 21  were  all  evaluated  to  estimate  the  most  suitable  window  size. 
Figure  4.19  shows  the  kappa  coefficients for  the  classification  using  only  the backscatter  values of 
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ALOS-2(HH,  HV)  and  Sentinel-1(VV,  VH),and those  by the  layer  stacking  of  the backscatter values 
and their PCTs results for different window sizes. The numbers of pixels in each land cover class in the truth 
data are not equal, thus the kappa coefficient is plotted in Figure 4.19. The solid lines represent  the  results 
from  SVM  classification  and  the  dashed  lines those from  ML  classification, both for ALOS-2 and 
Sentinel-1.The  graph  shows an increase of the  kappa  coefficient by introducing  the texture  measures  for 
the  classification. The performance of SVM is better than that of ML classification. For  the  ALOS-2  
satellite,  the  difference  between the both  methods increases significantly  when  the  texture  window  size  
increases.  The  highest  kappa  coefficient  was  observed in  the  classification forALOS-2  with  window  
size  13 by SVM  as  shown  by  green  arrow  in  the graph. The  highest  kappa  coefficient  of  Sentinel-1  
classification  results  was  obtained  from  SVM  in window size 11× 11. Moreover, ALOS-2 provided 
better performance than Sentinel-1. 
 
Figure 4.19. Kappa coefficient calculated from SVM and ML classification methods using only the 
backscatter of ALOS-2 and Sentinel-1 and those by the layer stacking of the backscatter values and their 
PCTs for window sizes ranging from 3 × 3 to 21 × 21. The green arrows show the highest Kappa coefficient. 
Figure 4.19 illustrates the SVM classification of Tehran using the layer stacking of backscatter 
values and their PCTs for the both ALOS-2 and Sentinel-1 satellites. The PCT was calculated using a 
window sizes of 13 × 13 and 11 × 11 for the ALOS-2 and Sentinel-1, respectively. 
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(a) ALOS-2 
 
 
 
 
  (b) Sentinel-1 
Figure 4.20. SVM classification results of backscatter values and their PCTs from the ALOS-2 image using 
a window size of 13×13 (a) and the Sentinel-1 image using a window size of 11×11 (b). The black frame 
represents the location of Figure 4.21. 
 Herein, further evaluation is performed only for the data sets that produced the highest kappa 
coefficient. Thus, for the sake of brevity, the classification result from the ALOS-2 backscatter values and 
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their first three PCTs using a window size of 13×13 is referred as ALOS-2-PCT. Similarly, the classification 
result from the Sentinel-1 backscatter values and their first three PCTs using a window size of 11×11 is 
referred as Sentinel-1-PCT. Tables 4.7–4.9 illustrate the confusion matrix for the Landsat-8image, ALOS-2 
(backscatter values only), and ALOS-2-PCT, respectively. Tables 4.10 and 8 represent the confusion matrix 
for the Sentinel-1, and the Sentinel-1 PCT, respectively. The tables show a remarkable improvement in both 
overall accuracy and kappa coefficient for the data sets that include texture measures over the data sets of 
only backscattering values and Landsat 8. The Landsat 8 produced an overall accuracy and kappa coefficient 
of 41.1% and 0.25, respectively. Tables 4.8 and 4.9 depict that the overall accuracy and kappa coefficient of 
the ALOS-2-PCT is greater than the ALOS-2. The overall accuracy increased from 53.0% to 69.7% and the 
kappa coefficient from 0.38 to 0.58 when the texture measures of window size 13×13 were included. 
Moreover, the Sentinel-1 PCT shows higher overall accuracy and kappa coefficient than the Sentinel-1.  
Tables 4.10 and 4.11 show an increase from 45.7% to54.2% for the overall accuracy and an increment from 
0.29 to 0.41 for the kappa coefficient when the textures of window size 11×11 were included.  
 The confusion matrix includes the producer and user accuracies as well. The diagonal elements in 
these tables depict the correctly classified pixels in each land cover class. The comparison shows that he 
highest producer accuracy was obtained when the texture features were included (Tables 4.10 and 4.12).It 
can be observed from Tables 4.8 and 4.9 that, although the producer accuracy increased for the bare land, 
built-up 1 and built-up 2 classes when the SAR backscatter values in classification is used instead of the 
Landsat 8, the producer accuracy decreased for the built-up 3 and vegetation classes from 27.1%and 63.8% 
to 15.6% and 59.6%.  However, when texture features are included, an improvement is observed for all the 
land cover classes. Thus, in our study area, classification of land cover using SAR backscatter and texture 
feature is superior in terms of accuracy than classification from the Landsat 8and SAR backscatter only. 
Furthermore, the user accuracy increased in all classes except vegetation for the ALOS-2-PCT. In case of the 
Sentinel-1, the user accuracy for the data set including the texture measures improved in all the classes 
comparing with the data set of backscattering values only and there was no improvement for the bare land 
and vegetation comparing with the Landsat 8 data set. 
Table 4.8. Confusion matrix for SVM classification using the Landsat 8 image. 
Land Cover Classes of Truth Data User 
Accuracy 
(%) 
Land Cover 
Classification 
from 
Satellite 
 
Bare 
land 
Built-up 
1 
Built-
up 2 
Built-up 
3 
Vegetation Total 
Bare land 15,044 159 728 1094 380 17,405 86.43 
Built-up 1 6057 1130 9677 4807 367 22,038 5.13 
Built-up 2 7598 952 8335 3866 473 21,224 39.27 
Built-up 3 5556 1184 2132 3771 2148 14791 25.50 
Vegetation 1221 199 68 347 5943 7778 76.41 
Total 35,476 3624 20,940 13,885 9311 83,236  
Producer Accuracy (%) 42.41 31.18 39.80 27.16 63.83  41.12 
Kappa Coefficient 0.26 
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Table 4.9. Confusion matrix for SVM classification using the ALOS-2 (backscattering values). 
Land Cover Classes of Truth Data User 
Accuracy 
(%) 
Land Cover 
Classification 
from 
Satellite 
 
Bare 
land 
Built-
up 1 
Built-up 
2 
Built-
up 3 
Vegetation Total 
Bare land 105,005 239 8719 6705 3098 123,766 84.84 
Built-up 1 3804 10,126 10,754 12,052 5648 42,384 23.89 
Built-up 2 7603 1707 65,115 11,215 2772 88,412 73.65 
Built-up 3 20,145 730 11,703 10,046 6604 49,228 20.41 
Vegetation 40,800 4290 9026 24,242 26,833 105,191 25.51 
Total 177,357 17,092 105,317 64,260 44,955 408,981  
Producer Accuracy (%) 59.21 59.24 61.83 15.63 59.69 
 
53.08 
Kappa Coefficient 0.38 
Table 4.10. Confusion matrix for SVM classification using the ALOS-2-PCT. 
Land Cover Classes of Truth Data User 
Accuracy 
(%) 
Land Cover 
Classification 
from 
Satellite 
 
Bare land 
Built-up 
1 
Built-up 
2 
Built-up 
3 
Vegetation Total 
Bare land 133,759 419 5886 10,340 3993 154,397 86.63 
Built-up 1 409 11,285 11,886 4093 631 29,304 38.51 
Built-up 2 1805 319 66,121 4656 570 73,471 90.00 
Built-up 3 26,246 3265 20,458 42,277 7996 100,242 42.17 
Vegetation 14,138 1804 966 2894 31,765 51,567 61.60 
Total 177,357 17,092 105,317 64,260 44,955 408,981  
Producer Accuracy (%) 75.42 66.03 62.78 65.79 70.66  69.73 
Kappa Coefficient 0.59 
Table 4.11. Confusion matrix for SVM classification using the Sentinel-1 (backscattering values). 
Land Cover Classes of Truth Data User 
Accurac
y (%) 
Land Cover 
Classificatio
n from 
Satellite 
 
Bare 
land 
Built-up 
1 
Built-up 
2 
Built-
up 3 
Vegetatio
n 
Total 
Bare land 88,767 735 11,727 11,954 7738 120,921 73.41 
Built-up 1 7713 8518 13,895 14,617 4472 49,215 17.31 
Built-up 2 12,426 3142 62,049 13,321 2900 93,838 66.12 
Built-up 3 1954 1155 915 2120 1910 8054 26.32 
Vegetation 68,137 4235 18,317 25,604 29,546 145,839 20.26 
Total 178,997 17,785 106,903 67,616 46,566 417,867  
Producer Accuracy (%) 49.59 47.89 58.04 3.14 63.45  45.70 
Kappa Coefficient 0.30 
Table 4.12. Confusion matrix for SVM classification using the Sentinel-1-PCT. 
Land Cover Classes of Truth Data User 
Accurac
y (%) 
Land Cover 
Classificatio
n from 
Satellite 
 
Bare 
land 
Built-up 
1 
Built-up 
2 
Built-up 
3 
Vegetatio
n 
Total 
Bare land 85,695 97 5082 4392 4101 99,367 86.24 
Built-up 1 2250 11,060 14,621 11,330 1130 40,391 27.38 
Built-up 2 3772 431 61,405 6131 194 71,933 85.36 
Built-up 3 61,738 4387 23,477 38,180 10,779 
138,56
1 
27.55 
Vegetation 25,542 1810 2318 7583 30,362 67,615 44.90 
Total 178,997 17,785 106,903 67,616 46,566 
417,86
7 
 
Producer Accuracy (%) 47.88 62.19 57.44 56.47 65.20  54.25 
Kappa Coefficient 0.41 
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Figure 4.21 shows a closer look of SVM classification for the ALOS-2, Sentinel-1, ALOS-2-PCT, 
and Sentinel-1-PCT. The location of the area is shown in Figure 4.20. The improvement in the accuracy 
mentioned before can be appreciated visually in this figure. The most remarkable observation is that when 
using texture measures of the SAR data for classification, the producer accuracy improved significantly, 
therefore, the amount of noise and misclassified pixels for all classes decreased and the classes become more 
uniform comparing to that using only SAR backscatter values or optical data. 
 
(a) (b) 
 
(c) (d) 
Figure 4.21. A close-up of the SVM classification results from the ALOS-2 (a), Sentinel-1 (b), 
ALOS-2 PCT (c), and Sentinel-1 PCT (d). 
4.3.2 Conclusions 
In this study, the GLCM texture measures were applied to improve the supervised classification of 
SAR intensity images for urban areas. For this purpose, Tehran was selected as the study area because of its 
rapid expansion, which has resulted in land cover changes and the appearance of new urban regions. Due to 
the similarity of the spectral signatures of soil and roof material in built-up regions, classification from multi-
spectral optical images seems very difficult. Alternatively, SAR images may be a better option because the 
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backscattering depends on the geometrical features of the objects within the recorded area. Dual-polarized 
data from L-band ALOS-2 (HH, HV) and C-band Sentinel-1 (VV, VH) were employed. In addition, the 
texture properties were calculated by applying a gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM). Thus, eight 
texture features were obtained for each intensity element. Furthermore, a principal component analysis was 
applied to each set of texture measures, and the first three components were selected based on the greatest 
covariance. Then, maximum likelihood and support vector machine algorithms were used for the three data 
sets: optical images and the SAR intensity data without and with texture measures. The results of the 
supervised classification were compared with the truth data obtained by visual inspection of the Landsat 8 
image. 
The supervised classification results with texture measures were found to be superior to the results 
without texture in two main aspects: the highest accuracy and least noise. The support vector machine for 
both the optical and SAR sensors produced a higher accuracy than the maximum likelihood. Moreover, the 
classification of ALOS-2 with the SVM methodology using a window size of 13 × 13 obtained the highest 
overall accuracy. Besides, Sentinel-1 gained the best accuracy in window size 11 × 11 with SVM 
classification. Although the intermediate window sizes of 13 × 13 and 11 × 11 worked well in this study area, 
the best window size could change based on the different study areas and truth data using for assessing the 
accuracy. 
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Chapter 5 
Land Cover Classification Using Full-polarimetric SAR 
Images: Case Study of Kumamoto, Japan 
5.1.   Introduction 
Remote sensing is an efficient tool to obtain a wide range of the earth surface information when a 
natural hazard happens. Land cover changes and Damage assessment of buildings immediately after the 
incidence of a natural disaster are important topics of satellite remote sensing. Significant amount of studies 
have been conducted to monitor damage condition in urban areas [1, 2]. A Mw6.2 earthquake hit the 
Kumamoto prefecture on Kyushu Island, Japan on April 14, 2016. Then, 28 hours later another earthquake of 
Mw7.0 occurred closely located to the first event. Mashiki town was the most affected area. Extensive 
landslide and damage to buildings, roads, and bridges were associated, and human casualties had been 
reported including 9 deaths by the Kumamoto earthquake [3-4]. 
This chapter evaluates the use of two different methodologies from quad polarized ALOS-2 
PALSAR-2 image for classifying land covers of Kumamoto. The first methodology includes using texture 
measures to obtain backscattering intensity information of data set. The second methodology contains 
preparing Yamaguchi-4 decomposition of data set to achieve phase information of data set. Then, Support 
vector machine (SVM) algorithm was used for supervised classification of the study area in seven land cover 
classes such as: water, bare land, built-up1, built-up2, forest, crop and grass, paddy. The built-up1 is 
composed of medium density area with regular Japanese style homes, mostly including gable roof buildings. 
The built-up2 includes individual buildings and mostly taller than built-up1 which are surrounded by wide 
streets, roads and vegetation areas. The confusion matrix was prepared for checking the accuracy of the 
results and compare them with two types of truth data. The truth data made by the author, and the land cover 
classification map was prepared by JAXA [4] using different optical image of 4 seasons with 10 m resolution. 
Comparison of the different methodology confusion matrix shows that which one provides the highest 
accuracy. 
5.2.     Study Area and Data set  
The study area is located in Kumamoto prefecture, Japan as shown Figure 5.1, which is located 
above the Futagawa fault and was the most severely affected area in the 2016 Kumamoto earthquake [5].  
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Figure 5.1. The location of study area (red frame) and SAR data sets (yellow frame). 
Two sets of full-polarized ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 images before and after the earthquake were used in 
this study. The pre-event image was taken on December 3, 2015 in the ascending path with right look 
direction. The off-nadir angle was 31.65 at the center of the images, and the azimuth and range resolution 
were of 3.12-m. The post-event image was taken on April 21, 2016 in the ascending path with right look 
direction. The off-nadir angle was 30.4 at the center of the images, and the azimuth and range resolution 
were of 3.12 m. both data sets are product level 1.1. The image were taken with the full-polarization (HH, 
HV, VV, and VH) in the Strip Map 2 mode. 
Figure 5.2 shows a color composite of the study area including build up, vegetation, and paddy field. 
Red color represents the post-event HH polarization. The cyan color illustrates the pre-event HH polarization. 
The bright color mostly represents built-up areas. 
Since the objective of this study is comparison of amplitude and phase images classification, 
different pre-processing were applied on the data sets. Amplitude images pre-processing includes calibration, 
geometric correction, and speckle filter. Phase images pre-processing contains preparing covariance matrix, 
speckle filtering, angle orientation correction, and geometric correction.  
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Figure 5.2. The color composite of HH polarization of data set used in this study. 
5.3.     Methodology 
The overall framework of this study is shown in Figure 5.3. The flowchart consists of two 
methodologies. The first methodology attempts to use backscattering intensity of polarization images which 
includes: pre-processing of amplitude images, texture analysis, and principal component analysis. The 
second methodology attempts to use phase information of quad polarization images and includes: pre-
processing of polarimetric images, Yamaguchi-4 decomposition. Afterwards, two input data sets: The SVM 
classification was applied on the two input data of pre- and post-event images: 1. Layer stacking of original 
images and 12 PCTs (in total 16 layers) 2. Layer stacking of Yamaguchi-4 decomposition values (in total 4 
layers) of pre- and post-event.  
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Figure 5.3. The flowchart of methodologies used in this study. 
After amplitude images pre-processing, eight textural features at angle 0° and distance 1, and 
window size 13x13 and a quantization level of 64 were used to evaluate its performance for classification. 
Window size 13x 13 was selected for this study based on the previous research of the author which was 
introduced in the chapter 4. A set of eight texture features were calculated for each scattering element 
including contrast, correlation, dissimilarity, entropy, homogeneity, and mean as shown in Figure 5.4. A 
total of 32 texture measures were obtained from the ALOS-2 images. Performing land cover classification 
from these high dimensional data sets could be inefficient and time-consuming. Thus, to reduce the 
dimensionality, the principal component analysis (PCA) was performed independently on each set of eight 
texture features. Therefore, first three components were selected as shown in Figure 5.5, which contained 
almost 99 percent of the variation of the input elements and were used for the next stage. Therefore, the layer 
stacking of original images (HH, HV, VV, VH) and 12 PCTs was prepared as an input data for classification 
[1, 6-11]. 
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(a) Contrast 
 
(b) Correlation 
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(c) Dissimilarity 
 
(d) Entropy 
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(e) Homogeneity 
 
(f) Mean 
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(g) ASM 
 
(h) Variance 
Figure 5.4. Texture measures of HH polarization in window size of 13x13, angle of 0°, and displacement of 
1 pixel. 
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(a) PCT1 
 
(b) PCT2 
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(c) PCT3 
Figure 5.5. First three Principal Component obtained from texture measures of HH polarization in window 
size of 13x13, angle of 0°, and displacement of 1 pixel. 
After phase images pre-processing, Yamaguchi-4 decomposition was applied to the polarimetric data 
sets and four different scatterings such as double bounce, volume, surface, and helix were prepared as shown 
in Figure 5.6 and 5.7. The layer stacking of four scattering was prepared to use for supervised classification 
[12-14]. Further information of the Yamaguchi-4 decomposition can be found in chapter 3. 
The SVM classification was applied on the two input data of pre- and post-event images: 1. Layer 
stacking of original images and 12 PCTs (in total 16 layers) 2. Layer stacking of Yamaguchi-4 
decomposition values (in total 4 layers). Training samples in seven land covers were selected. Training 
samples of all land cover include the same amount of pixels as shown in Figure 5.8. The cross validation for 
two sets of post-event images was prepared as shown in Figure 5.9 and 5.10. The brightest part represents 
the best parameters of C and   which provided the highest accuracy of input data. Therefore, values of 10.0 
for C and 0.1 for   were obtained as the best parameters for radial basis function of SVM classification for 
two sets of data (combination of intensity and texture, and Yamaguchi-4 values). The SVM classification 
results of two different pre- and post- input data are shown in Figure 5.11-12. 
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Figure 5.6. Yamaguchi- 4 decomposition in windoe size of 13x13.  
 
(a) Double bounce scattering (b) Helix scattering 
 
(c) Surface scattering (d) Volume scattering 
Figure 5.7. (a-d) represent Yamaguchi-4 decomposition values in windoe size of 13x13. 
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Figure 5.8. Training samples obtained from ALOS-2 AVNIR-2 of the study area.  
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Figure 5.9. The cross validation of the combination of post-event ALOS-2 original images and their first 
three PCTs (16 layers), the cyan color shows the best value of C and which provided the highest accuracy. 
 
Figure 5.10. The cross validation of the combination of post-event polarimetric Yamaguchi-4 decomposition 
values (4 layers), the cyan color shows the best value of C and

which provided the highest accuracy. 
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(a)  
 
 
(b)  
Figure 5.11. The SVM classification result prepared by pre-event (a) Combination of ALOS-2 original 
images and their first three PCTs (16 layers), and (b) polarimetric Yamaguchi-4 decomposition values (4 
layers). 
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
Figure 5.12. The SVM classification result prepared by post-event (a) Combination of ALOS-2 original 
images and their first three PCTs (16 layers), and (b) polarimetric Yamaguchi-4 decomposition values (4 
layers). 
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5.4.      Accuracy Assessment and Result 
For assessing the accuracy of the SVM classification, confusion matrix was provided using two 
types of truth data. The first one is the truth data prepared by the author which contains two different areas. 
This truth data was made by visual inspection. The second truth data is the land cover map which was 
prepared by JAXA. Various optical images in different date were used to prepare this land cover map. The 
overall accuracy and kappa coefficient of 78.0 % and 0.745 were obtained respectively for this map. 
5.4.1.   Truth Data-1  
The truth data-1 was prepared by the author using ALOS-2 AVNIR-2 image with 10 m resolution. 
Two areas were selected for preparing the validation data including all seven land covers as shown in Figure 
5.13. Moreover, the result of two data sets of pre- and post-event images in two different study areas are 
shown in Figure 5.14 and 15. The confusion matrix of pre- and post-event classification results obtained 
from different methodologies were prepared using the truth data provided by the author. The results of 
confusion matrix are shown in Table 5.1-4.  
The tables show that the overall accuracy and kappa coefficient of pre- and post-event combination 
of ALOS-2 original images and first three PCTs are 58.43%, 0.49, and 68.19%, 0.60 respectively. The tables 
show that the overall accuracy and kappa coefficient of the classification results prepared by texture features 
are higher than the results of Yamaguchi-4 decomposition. Moreover, the producer and user accuracy of all 
land covers except crop and grass lands are same for both pre- and post-event classification results. The 
producer and user accuracy of crop and grass land are not sufficient for pre-event classification results 
because of the date of taking images. The pre-event image was taken on winter season which is the time after 
harvesting and these fields are vacant of green plants. Also, the truth data used for preparing the confusion 
matrix was taken on spring. At that season the crop and grass land cover is mostly green. We used the same 
truth data for preparing confusion matrix for pre- and post-event results in order to have the equal 
comparison. Because of this reason the producer and user accuracy of crop and grass land cover are not high 
comparing with other classes.  
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Figure 5.13. The location of validation areas prepared by the author. 
 
 
(a) Truth data-1a (b) Yamaguchi-4    
Pre-event 
(c) Yamaguchi-4  
Post-event 
(d) Texture Pre-event (e) Texture Post-event 
Figure 5.14. The close-up of truth data-1a prepared by the author (a), the SVM classification result prepared 
by pre- and post-event Yamaguchi-4 decomposition values (b) and (c),  the combination of pre- and post-
event backscattering intensity of full-polarized values and first three PCTs (d) and (e).  
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(a) Truth data-1b 
 
 
(b)Yamaguchi-4 Pre-event (c) Yamaguchi-4 Post-event 
 
 
(d) Texture Pre-event (e) Texture Post-event 
Figure 5.15. The close-up of truth data-1b prepared by the author (a), the SVM classification result prepared 
by pre- and post-event Yamaguchi-4 decomposition values (b) and (c),  the combination of pre- and post-
event backscattering intensity of full-polarized values and three first PCTs (d) and (e). 
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Table 5.1. The confusion matrix of SVM classification result of the combination of pre-event ALOS-2 
original images and their first three PCTs (16 layers). 
 
Land Cover Classes of Truth Data 
User Accuracy 
(%) 
Land Cover 
Classification 
from 
Satellite 
 
Water Forest Paddy 
Crop and 
Grass 
Built-
up2 
Built-
up 1 
Bare 
land 
Total 
 
Water 6893 4 988  268   0   0   1776  9929 69.42 
Forest 0 25209 1   2286 58  380  0  27934   90.24  
Paddy 1722  18  44753  26939 8717 230  181 82560  54.21 
Crop and 
Grass 399 3216  2859 32189  3367  520 3 42553 75.64 
Built-up2 152  1965 2570  14224 45457 5734 0 70102 64.84 
Built-up 1 3 5173  393   7217 10859 15654 0 39299  39.83 
Bare land 3771 209  3029  12420  545 58  1653 21685 7.62  
Total 12940 35794  54593   95543  69003  22576  3613  294062   
Producer Accuracy (%) 53.27 70.43 81.98 33.69  65.88  69.34 45.75  58.43 
Kappa Coefficient 0.49 
Table 5.2. The confusion matrix of SVM classification result of the combination of pre-event polarimetric 
Yamaguchi-4 values (4 layers). 
 
Land Cover Classes of Truth Data 
User 
Accuracy 
(%) 
Land Cover 
Classification 
from 
Satellite 
 
Water Forest Paddy 
Crop and 
Grass 
Built- 
up2 
Built- 
up 1 
Bare 
land 
Total 
 
Water 8770  2 12057  6607 989  8  2972   31405  27.93 
Forest 54  27051 56  8033 1698   1190 0 38082 71.03  
Paddy 1446   50 24547  20404  3768  58   54  50327 48.78 
Crop and 
Grass  1212 4143   10546  41698   9177 1107  56  67939   61.38 
Built-up2 280  132 2915  7193  37365 6959  43  54887 68.08 
Built-up 1  5 4407  1314  7165  13859   13246  0  39996  33.12 
Bare land  1173   9   3158  4443   519  8  488   9798 4.98  
Total 12940  35794  54593  95543 67375  22576 3613 292434  
Producer Accuracy (%) 67.77   75.57  44.96  43.64 55.46 58.67 13.51   52.38 
Kappa Coefficient 0.42 
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Table 5.3. The confusion matrix of SVM classification result of the combination of post-event ALOS-2 
original images and their first three PCTs (16 layers). 
 
Land Cover Classes of Truth Data 
User 
Accuracy 
(%) 
Land Cover 
Classification 
from 
Satellite 
 
Water Forest Paddy 
Crop and 
Grass 
Built- 
up2 
Built- 
up 1 
Bare 
land 
Total 
 
Water 6658  7  44  830  1 0  1989  9529 69.87 
Forest  0 25627  0   3096  184  315  0 29222 87.70 
Paddy  858 34 33553 5936 1967  15   57  42420  79.10 
Crop and 
Grass 1520 2526 11478   64344  5592  572 140  86172   74.67 
Built-up2 101 2626 8190  16936  2075  5747  0 85675  60.78 
Built-up 1  0  4954 538 1771 7596  15863 0  30722  51.63 
Bare land  3814 6  1012 2621  2   0   1371  8826  15.53 
Total 12951 35780 54815 95534  67417   22512  3557  292566 
 
Producer Accuracy (%) 51.41  71.62  61.21 67.35 77.24  70.46  38.54  
 
68.19 
Kappa Coefficient 0.60 
Table 5.4. The confusion matrix of SVM classification result of the combination of post-event polarimetric 
Yamaguchi-4 values (4 layers). 
 
Land Cover Classes of Truth Data 
User 
Accuracy 
(%) 
Land Cover 
Classification 
from 
Satellite 
 
Water Forest Paddy 
Crop and 
Grass 
Built- 
up2 
Built- 
up 1 
Bare 
land 
Total 
 
Water  8003 0   552 2392 19  0  2611 13577  58.95  
Forest  23 28139  180 8100  1732 1616 0 39790 70.72 
Paddy  2268  24  35509 6721 3866  80 186  48654 72.98 
Crop and 
Grass 1402 2292 5045 59096 6807  818 59 75519 78.25 
Built-up2 188  383 11220 9314 45455 8667   25 75252  60.40 
Built-up 1  14  4942   733 4606 9488 11331  0   31114 36.42 
Bare land  1053   0 1576 5305  49  0  676  8659 7.81  
Total 12951 35780 54815 95534  67417   22512  3557  292566 
 
Producer Accuracy (%) 61.79 78.64  64.78 61.86 67.42  50.33   19.00 
 
64.33 
Kappa Coefficient 0.55 
5.4.2.   Truth Data-2  
The truth data-2 provided by The Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) using temporal 
optical images which were taken in different seasons [16]. The results of JAXA classification map was 
compared with the truth database provided by Site-based data set for Assessment of Changing Land cover 
(SACL). This truth data as shown in Figure 5.16 covers the whole target area of this study. This map 
includes four different vegetation types which have been merged into one class of vegetation in order to be in 
the same number of vegetation class in this research. Also, crop and grass classes were merged because of 
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the same reason as vegetation class. Since only one class of urban is considered by JAXA, two different 
built-up1 and -2 were merged to become comparable with JAXA map as shown in Figure 5.17. The 
confusion matrix of pre- and post-event classification results obtained from different methodologies were 
prepared using the truth data provided by JAXA. The results of confusion matrix are shown in Table 5.5-8.  
The tables show that the post-event combination of ALOS-2 original images and first three PCTs 
and Yamaguchi-4 decomposition are obtained higher accuracy than the pre-event results of them.  The post-
event Yamaguchi-4 decomposition is obtained the highest overall accuracy and kappa coefficient. The 
overall accuracy and kappa coefficient of pre- and post-event combination of ALOS-2 original images and 
first three PCTs are 54.75%, 0.41, and 58.14%, 0.44 respectively. Moreover, the overall accuracy and kappa 
coefficient of pre- and post-event of Yamaguchi-4 decomposition images are 48.93%, 0.32, and 63.29%, 
0.50 respectively. The tables show that the producer and user accuracy of urban and vegetation classes are 
higher than others. 
 
 
Figure 5.16. Land cover map prepared by JAXA. 
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
Figure 5.17. Land cover map prepared using the combination of pre- and post-event ALOS-2 original 
images and their first three PCTs (16 layers) respectively (a) and (b).  
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
Figure 5.18. Land cover map prepared using the pre- and post-event Yamaguchi-4 values 
 (4 layers) respectively (a) and (b).  
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Table 5.5. Confusion matrix of SVM classification result of the combination of pre-event ALOS-2 original 
images and their first three PCTs (16 layers). 
 
Land Cover Classes of Truth Data 
User 
Accuracy 
(%) 
Land Cover 
Classification 
from Satellite 
 
Water Urban Paddy Forest 
Crop 
and 
Grass 
Bare  
land Total 
 
Water 14553 34923 39478 26623 3291 58811 177679 8.19 
Urban 16942 1962386 273779 646094 32900 702430 3634531 53.99 
Paddy 25380 109157 592181 18001 20642 554045 1319406 44.88 
Forest 1013 85341 11138 1546708 1191 99121 1744512 88.66 
Crop and 
Grass 27507 46297 114769   14160 12197 212127 427057    2.86 
Bare 
land 17634 188020 228803 480218 15792 838666 1769133 47.41 
Total 103029 2426124 1260148 2731804 86013 2465200 9072318 
 
Producer Accuracy (%) 14.13 80.89 46.99 56.62 14.18    34.02 
 
54.75 
Kappa Coefficient 0.41 
Table 5.6. Confusion matrix of SVM classification result of the combination of the pre-event polarimetric 
Yamaguchi-4 values (4 layers). 
 
Land Cover Classes of Truth Data 
User 
Accuracy 
(%) 
Land Cover 
Classification 
from Satellite 
 
Water Urban Paddy Forest 
Crop 
and 
Grass 
Bare  
land Total 
 
Water 28510 29408 294695 33701 350848 7444 744606 3.83 
Urban 9468 1729466 202254 366872 347680    32523 2688263 64.33 
Paddy 10707 13157 136280 41297 177983 3166 382590 35.62 
Forest 17583 538050 240648 1654891 700265 25490 3176927 52.09 
Crop and 
Grass 36733 115857 385124 631702 886872 17387 2073675 42.77 
Bare 
land 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
Total 103001 2425938 1259001 2728463 2463648 86010 9066061 
 
Producer Accuracy (%) 27.68 71.29 10.82 60.65 36.00 0.00  48.93 
Kappa Coefficient 0.32 
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Table 5.7. Confusion matrix of SVM classification result of the combination of post-event ALOS-2 original 
images and their first three PCTs (16 layers). 
 
Land Cover Classes of Truth Data 
User 
Accuracy 
(%) 
Land Cover 
Classification 
from Satellite 
 
Water Urban Paddy Forest 
Crop 
and 
Grass 
Bare  
land Total 
 
Water 14369 37799 23529 23810 4237 67780 171524 8.38 
Urban 17360 2007178 297945 753907 30833 691288 3798511 52.84 
Paddy 11766 29178 434616 2291 7945 144458 630254 68.96 
Forest 785 64661 13356 1458487 804 126791 1664884 87.60 
Crop and 
Grass 9483 8866 56960 1003 4534 88432 169278 2.68 
Bare 
land 49401 274205 431725 487602 37379 1353178 2633490   51.38 
Total 103164 2421887 1258131 2727100 85732 2471927 9067941 
 
Producer Accuracy (%) 13.93 82.88 34.54 53.48   5.29 54.74 
 
58.14 
Kappa Coefficient 0.44 
Table 5.8. Confusion matrix of SVM classification result of the combination of post-event polarimetric 
Yamaguchi-4 values (4 layers). 
 
Land Cover Classes of Truth Data 
User 
Accuracy 
(%) 
Land Cover 
Classification 
from Satellite 
 
Water Urban Paddy Forest 
Crop 
and 
Grass 
Bare  
land Total 
 
Water 19215 17208 22295 448 75434 5097 139697 13.75 
Urban 15559 2026474 332887 299963 611675 36601 3323159 60.98 
Paddy 9887 36194 385912 973 96397 9223 538586 71.65 
Forest 4012 117841 23048 1963263 235034 1744 2344942 83.72 
Crop and 
Grass 50482 22215 371625 461569 1339463 30139 2475429 54.11 
Bare land 4472 5017 120994 1462 107745 2914 242604 1.20 
Total 103627 2424885 1256761 2727678 2465748 85718 9064417 
 
Producer Accuracy (%) 18.54 83.57 30.71 71.98 54.32 3.40 
 
63.29 
Kappa Coefficient 0.50 
5.5.     Damage Detection 
In order to detect damage areas in this study using same methodologies as land cover classification, 
various training samples in different classes such as: built-up1 (BU 1), built-up2 (BU 2), crop and grass (CG), 
Forest (F), water (W), and building damaged (BD) were collected as shown in Figure 5.19. The Scattering 
signatures of different land covers for two sets of texture and Yamaguchi-4 decomposition were prepared as 
shown in Figure 5.20. The graph (a) includes 16 layer of data sets (post-event ALOS-2 original images and 
their first three PCTs, 16 layers). This graph shows overlapping of building damaged class with other land 
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cover classes. The graph (b) contains four images of Yamaguchi-4 decomposition. In this graph also there 
are lots of overlapping among building damaged class and the rest of land cover classes. This overlapping 
illustrates that the data sets prepared using texture and Yamaguchi-4 decomposition are not sufficient for the 
use of damage detection.  
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5.19. Training samples selected for damage detection (a), the black frame represents the 
location of damaged buildings. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5.20. Scattering signatures of land covers obtained from (a) the combination of post-event ALOS-2 
original images and their first three PCTs (16 layers), and (b) post-event Yamaguchi-4 values (4 layers). 
5.6.     Conclusions 
In this study, the GLCM texture measures and Yamaguchi-4 decomposition were applied to evaluate 
their potential uses for improving supervised classification of SAR images of Kumamoto, Japan. The results 
of land cover classification were compared with the truth data prepared by the author and the classification 
map prepared by JAXA. The accuracy assessment shows that post-event classification results obtained from 
two methodologies are higher than pre-event results. Also, the accuracy assessment using truth data prepared 
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by the authors obtained higher accuracy than Yamaguchi-4 decomposition. The accuracy assessment using 
JAXA map achieved higher accuracy than texture methodology. Since in both accuracy assessment results, 
the difference between two methodologies is not high, Yamaguchi-4 decomposition can use for the purpose 
of land cover classification because of having fewer layers than texture method. Therefore, the process of 
land cover classification and providing results would be less time-consuming. The methodologies used in 
this study for land cover classification are not suitable for damage detection of the study area by checking the 
scattering signature of defined land covers. 
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Chapter 6  
General Conclusions  
 
This research aimed to provide more accurate land cover classification of urban and suburban areas, 
by applying texture measures and polarimetric decomposition values of SAR sensors’ data sets. The general 
conclusions for the two most relevant chapters can be summarized as follows. 
In chapter 3, the characteristic of SAR backscatterings in urban area were studied. Gable roof 
buildings were selected for this analysis. The geometric model of individual and non-individual gable roof 
buildings in a SAR image including the details of layover and radar-shadow were prepared. These models 
were used for monitoring the changes of urban area in Port-au-Prince city, Haiti which was severely affected 
due to Haiti earthquake 2012. Then some significant statistical analysis such as,  texture measure analysis, 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Yamagishi-4 decomposition were introduced for assessing 
information of SAR data sets and using for land cover classification of urban and suburban areas. 
In section 4, the dual-polarized SAR data sets of ALOS-2 and Sentinel-1 were introduced to show 
the capability of Radar images for land cover classification in metropolitan areas over the optical images. In 
the first step, the K-means algorithm was used for unsupervised classification. The results represented better 
accuracy than optical image result. In order to provide high accuracy result of classification, the texture 
measures of SAR data sets were prepared. Besides, two different supervised algorithms, maximum 
Likelihood and Support vector machine applied on input data sets. The results showed that SVM 
classification of ALOS-2 using texture measure in window size 13 obtained the highest accuracy. 
In section 5, the full-polarimetric data set of ALOS-2 satellite were used for classifying land covers 
of Kumamoto, Japan which was affected after the April 14, and 16 2016 earthquake. In this chapter, two 
methodologies were used for classification. The first one is using texture measures of data set in window size 
13. The second one is using Yamaguchi-4 decomposition values in same window size as texture measures 
which contain 4 components such as double bounce, surface, volume, and helix scatterings. The accuracy 
assessment was conducted using two sets of truth data. The results show that the post-event classification 
were obtained higher accuracy than pre-event results. Since there is a low difference between the result of 
texture measures and Yamaguchi-4 decomposition results, it is recommended to use decomposition for 
classifying land covers of urban and suburban areas. Using decomposition values is less time-consuming 
than texture measure and also includes more physical information of objects on the ground. Moreover, the 
methodologies were used in this study, cannot use for damage detection because of the high overlapping of 
various land covers in these data sets. 
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